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Introduction 

"Pornography is the essential sexuality of male power: of hate, of ownership, of hierarchy, of 
sadism, of dominance." 

-Andrea Dworkin! 

"Pornography is to women what Fascist literature was to Jews." 
-Gloria Steinem 2 

The opening quotes from Andrea Dworkin and Gloria Steinem, two influential feminist 

scholars, demonstrate the stakes at play whenever we discuss porn; we are speaking not simply 

of a lewd, sexually explicit form of media, but one that many see as a profound evil to society, 

rooted in sexism and reproducing male power. Due to porn's anti-woman reputation, along with 

the fact that society disproportionately stigmatizes female sexuality and masturbation, porn has 

long been seen as exclusively catering to a male audience. Mainstream producers churn out 

content designed to appeal to men, very rarely considering that women, too, might be watching. 

The fact is, many women do watch porn, and they seem to like it! Just around 29% of 

visitors to the popular porn site Pornhub are women, meaning that well over 26 million women 

view porn on this one site alone in a single day (,,2018 Year in Review" 2018). Ifporn is indeed 

harmful to women, we might ask: why do so many choose to engage with it? 

Before we go further, let's get on the same page about some key concepts. Pornography 

as a category is surprisingly difficult to define; when Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart was 

asked to do so in 1964, he famously responded, "I know it when I see it" (Gewirtz 1996). While 

the term "pornography" can extend to a broad range of media, I begin my analysis with two 

assumptions: I ) There is a significant difference between how one engages with non-moving 

forms of pornography (e.g. written erotica, adult magazines) and video porn, the former 

! Pornography, M en Possessing Women, 1979 
2 MAKERS: Women Who Make America, 2014 

3 
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requiring more active interpretation and production of fantasy on the part of the consumer. 2) 

The nature of viewer engagement differs between video porn distributed in movie rental stores 

and that which is available for instant streaming on the Internet, in that the latter offers more of a 

sense of anonymity, and can be obtained regardless of one's age and with minimal effort. Based 

on these assumptions, I aim to be careful with my word choice throughout this thesis, and use 

"pornography" ("porn") to refer specifically to videos of people (or animations) having sex or 

masturbating that are accessed online. 

There are different types of porn available on the Internet: 

Mainstream Porn: Porn films produced and distributed by large porn production companies, 

involving paid performers. Viewers can either purchase a subscription to mainstream sites, or 

pay per-movie. 

Alternative/Independent Porn: Porn films produced and distributed by small production 

companies, often with the intent of catering to certain audiences typically ignored by mainstream 

porn, such as women, queer people, and people of color. Just as with mainstream porn, viewers 

must pay for access to content. 

Tube Sites: Porn websites that have interfaces similar to Y ouTube, meaning that users upload 

videos themselves, and can further interact by "liking"I"disliking" and commenting on videos. 

Porn videos are typically shorter in length and less plot-driven than porn films, and, importantly, 

are streamed at no cost to the user. The content hosted on tube sites is a mix of mainstream porn, 

and amateur videos filmed and uploaded by people who do not work in the sex industry. Some of 

the mainstream videos on tube sites are legitimate advertisements for the sites that produced 

them, shortened in length so as to encourage users to purchase the full version directly from the 

original site, but a huge number are simply pirated. I discuss the tube site Pornhub at length 



throughout this thesis; it is the #1 website for porn worldwide and was the most popular source 

of porn among my participants. 

5 

Current college students (born in the 1990s-early 2000s) are among the first in history to 

grow up with online porn at their fingertips. Studying their experiences with porn is therefore 

essential in understanding the prevailing culture of Internet porn, the in-groups and out-groups it 

creates, and the tools people have adapted to deal with this. My research focuses on college 

women as porn-watching outsiders, asking the questions: 

• How do college women conceive of their relation to mainstream pornography and their 

role as viewers? 

• What strategies do college women use to get off on content that caters to the male gaze 

without internalizing problematic content? 

• How do a person's various identities (particularly their sexuality and race) interact with 

gender to influence what choices/strategies are available to them in relation to porn? 

Methods 

To get at these questions, I draw on interviews with women who are current students or 

recent graduates of Swarthmore College, including cis gender women, transgender women, and 

gender nonconforming people assigned female at birth. I chose to conduct interviews because I 

wanted to elicit rich reflections on porn use, and also hoped to break some of the stigma that 

surrounds porn through open discussion. Participants were gathered through snowball sampling; 

I began by interviewing friends and acquaintances, and asked them to pass on the information to 

others who might be interested. My sample is not intended to be representative of college-age 

women, or even of Swarthmore women, as my participant demographics should indicate (for 

example 60% of participants identify as LGBTQ); I did not seek to generalize behaviors across 
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populations, but rather to identify some techniques and thought processes employed by different 

women in their use of porn. 

I conducted and recorded 15 interviews, ranging from 45 minutes to an hour, which took 

place in my apartment or over Skype. In interviews, I asked participants detailed questions about 

their history using online porn and other types of sexual material to masturbate, their experience 

visiting various porn sites, and their thoughts on how different identity groups (i.e. women, POC, 

lesbians) were portrayed in the videos they had seen. The full interview script is attached on page 

88 and was used as a guide; participants were free to steer the discussion in whatever direction 

they wanted. After wrapping up each interview, I asked participants to describe their race, gender 

identity and sexual orientation in their own terms, and have listed this demographic information 

in the table below, along with each participant's corresponding alias. 3 Participants were 

additionally asked during the interview about their frequency using porn and their preferred sites 

for pornographic material, information that is also recorded within the table. While this 

information is useful in interpreting participants' attitudes towards porn (those who felt more 

positively about porn tended to report watching it more frequently), it should be taken with a 

grain of salt; research has shown that qualitative methods such as interviews often fail to yield 

accurate information about participant behavior, as people's self-reports are often poor predictors 

oftheir actual behavior (Jerolmack & Khan 2014). 

I transcribed interview recordings verbatim, including "likes," "urns" and other filler 

words, but have deleted these from the body of this thesis for the sake of readability. I keep them 

in only where I feel they communicate some relevant meaning, such as uncertainty or reluctance. 

3 While I originally planned to let participants pick their own aliases, the names they came up 
with struck me as potentially distracting (e.g. "Alpha," "Fantasia, "Aphrodesia"), and I opted to 
assign aliases myself. 
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Participants 

Alias Race Gender Sexuality Frequency of Site(s) 
Use Primarily 

Used 
Mia Latina Cis Woman Straight Once a week Pornhub 
Iris Black Cis Woman Gay Twice a week Pornhub 
Megan White Cis Woman Straight Never N/A 
Jenny Asian Trans Woman Gay Once a week Independently 

produced 
audio erotica 

Kat Black Cis Woman Bisexual 1-2 times a Pornhub 
week 

Emily White Cis Woman Straight Ve'1' rarely Tumblr 
Chris White Cis Woman Straight Once a month Pornhub 
Barbara Asian and Cis Woman Straight Never N/A 

White 
Lila White Cis Woman Bisexual Rarely Pornhub; 

You orn 
Alex White Non- Queer Occasionally Pornhub; 

conforming Tumblr 
Stella Hispanic Cis Woman Queer 2-3 times a Literotica 

week 
Tasha Native Cis Woman Bisexual 2-3 times a Tumblr 

American and week 
White 

Zoe Mixed Cis Woman Bisexual Once every Pornhub 
Mestiza and other month 
White 

Trish Black Cis Woman Straight No longer Pornhub 
Alice White Cis Woman Queer Inconsistent: Pornhub 

varies week to 
week 

Though I did not ask participants about their socioeconomic status, class remains an 

important factor to consider in weighing out the results of this thesis; all participants were 

students at a prestigious liberal arts college, giving them cultural capital4 that may have shaped 

their attitudes towards porn and their methods of interacting with it. Indeed, many participants 

4 Cultural capital refers to an accumulation of knowledge, attitudes and skills associated with the 
dominant class that one gains as a result of privileged life experiences (e.g. a college education) 
and uses for further social mobility (Bourdieu 1984). 



had read social theory as a part of their Swarthmore education, which undoubtedly affected the 

way that they saw gender, sexuality and race play out within porn. 
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Participants could be roughly divided into four groups regarding both their current use of 

porn and how they viewed it as a negative/neutral/positive force in their lives. 

l. Anti-porn: Megan, Barbara, Trish. 

All three women did not currently engage with porn in any way (Barbara and 

Megan had never watched porn, while Trish watched frequently at an early age, 

but stopped in her teens). Barbara and Trish both believed that watching porn 

would actively harm them, while Megan expressed a more general disinterest. 

2. Somewhat Anti-porn: Emily, Chris, Zoe. 

Emily and Zoe were both exposed to porn in early adolescence, but were 

disturbed by some of the content they saw, and now only watch infrequently. 

Chris did not begin masturbating or watching porn until her early twenties, and 

was still working out how to navigate porn sites at the time of our interview, but 

felt hopeful about her ability to engage with problematic content. 

3. Somewhat Pro-porn: Tasha, Lila, Jenny, Stella. 

These women believed that porn has positive potential, but that it does not fully 

realize this potential in its current state. Tasha, Stella, and Jenny all held negative 

views about mainstream porn but had found alternative sites that they endorsed. 

Lila had watched porn regularly from adolescence to early adulthood, and felt her 

experience with it had been positive, but she had largely siphoned off of porn 

since entering a relationship. 

4. Pro-porn: Alice, Alex, Kat, Iris, Mia. 
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All five participants had watched porn since adolescence, and believed they had a 

healthy relationship with it. Alex and Kat sought out porn that affinned them in 

their identities (as queer and black, respectively). Alice, Iris and Mia, on the other 

hand, engaged primarily with porn that they recognized as problematic, but had 

adapted strategies to do so without endangering themselves. 

Participants all recognized themselves as outsiders to mainstream porn, but subsequently 

made very different decisions around how to engage with it. Three primary strategies for dealing 

with porn emerged: avoiding (steering clear of porn entirely), searching (seeking out better porn, 

e.g. with positive and diverse representation), and hijacking (coopting the "gaze" of mainstream 

porn by reimagining its narrative in a more socially progressive light). While this thesis touches 

on all three strategies, I am primarily interested in the third, as it strikes me as the most nuanced 

and is also the least documented in existing scholarship. 

In hijacking porn, participants took on a very active role as viewers; they were not 

watching porn mindlessly or soaking up its social commentary, but rather in a process of 

remaking the fantasies they saw in porn to fit their own desires. Hijackers were, in fact, highly 

critical of the content they watched, but took pride in their ability to redirect it towards their own 

sexual pleasure, thereby infiltrating spaces that they recognized as not being "for them." In 

chapter 1, I outline the specific ways that participants maintained critical and imaginative roles in 

order to get off on sexist porn without internalizing sexism. 

While participants showed great agency in engaging with porn that had problematic 

gender dynamics, things became more complicated around portrayals of marginalized sexualities 

and races . In Chapter 2, I look at the experience of LGBTQ participants, who shunned 

mainstream lesbian porn because they perceived it to be fake and fetishizing. The strategy of 
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hijacking was not an option in this case; LGBTQ participants held their sexuality as a central 

piece of their identity, such that seeing it depicted poorly in porn simply hit too close to home for 

them. Instead of engaging critically with mainstream lesbian porn, queer participants exercised 

agency in a different way, making conscious choices about what spectator perspective to take on. 

By consciously positioning themselves as voyeurs and practicing cross-identifications with male 

performers, LGBQ participants made space for themselves within the gay male porn viewer 

base. My two non-cisgender participants, however, had more trouble with spectator positioning, 

again highlighting that the same strategies for porn engagement are not available to all. 

Chapter 3 draws on the responses of participants of color, who likewise had difficulty 

hijacking porn that played into racial stereotypes. Black, Latina and Asian participants all 

identified deeply with the female performers oftheir racial groups, and found it painful to see 

these women mistreated and fetishized. The racism of mainstream porn was too salient for 

participants of color, tapping into intense anxieties about their own racialized bodies, and so the 

majority of them opted out; they avoided porn entirely or sought out independent porn with 

better representation. 

Therefore, while this thesis seeks to demonstrate the agentive strategies used by women 

in relation to mainstream porn, it also explores the fact that certain women were limited in their 

choices by nature of being marginalized in multiple ways. Participants who were part of sexual 

and/or racial minority communities had to continuously navigate their various identities while 

watching porn, making their experiences vis-it-vis mainstream porn more contentious and 

somewhat less within their control. 
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I hope that, by exploring the valid and complex porn-watching decisions made by 15 

college women, this thesis can offer necessary direction on how to interact with porn in a healthy 

and sex positive way as a woman. 
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Literature Review 

The Rise of Internet Porn 

Thirty years ago, the word "pornography" brought to mind images of a Playboy hidden 

under the mattress or a VHS rented surreptitiously from a video store, somewhat embarrassing 

but relatively harmless. Today, porn is a different beast entirely; billions of sex videos are 

literally at our fingertips, just a tap (and perhaps a browser change to Incognito Mode) away. 

Roughly 30% of all data transferred across the Internet is porn, and porn sites pull more monthly 

visitors than N etflix, Amazon and Twitter combined (Kleinman 2017). The accessibility of porn 

on the Internet has provoked moral panics, primarily the fear that children will be exposed to 

porn at too young an age, potentially damaging them sexually and emotionally ("Overexposed 

and Under-Prepared" 2012, for example). Considering that Internet porn has been shown to 

depict more themes of violence and degradation than its earlier forms, and that upwards of90% 

of children see porn by age 14, there may indeed be cause for concern (Barron & Kimmel 2000; 

Rockett 2018). For the first time in history, a generation of people has grown up in a world 

inundated with instantly accessible porn, and nobody can really say how this has impacted their 

development; much ofthe scholarship published on porn prior to 1995, when the Internet was 

commercialized, is simply irrelevant to understanding the climate of porn today. 

The occasional moral panic aside, most Americans have become more tolerant of porn in 

the last several decades; data from the General Social Survey shows that more and more men and 

women are coming to view porn's presence on the Internet as unavoidable and not necessarily 

harmful (Lykke & Cohen 2015). A 2008 survey of U.S. college students reported that 87% of 

men and 31 % of women had accessed online porn at least once in the past year (Carroll et al. 

2008). However, while overall acceptance of porn increases, the gender gap in support of porn is 
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actually widening, as men's opposition to porn decreases at a faster rate than women's (Lykke & 

Cohen 2015). This has important implications for women's engagement with porn, as cognitive 

dissonance, or holding aversive views about porn but watching it anyway, has been shown to 

lead to feelings of shame and worsened mental health among regular viewers (Willoughby et al. 

2014). Therefore, if women are more likely than men to oppose porn or be conflicted in their 

opinions of it, they are also more likely to be negatively impacted by watching it. 

Is Porn Violence Against Women? 

Anti-pornography Feminism: The Porn Wars 

Women's conflict over porn came to a head in the 1980s, the height of the so-called 

"Porn Wars" in the u.s. Feminists were polarized across two main camps: anti-pornography 

feminists, who sought to legally ban the production and sale of adult films, and "sex-positive" or 

"anti-censorship" feminists, who defended porn against attempts to further regulate it. 

According to anti-pornography feminism, porn is intrinsically tied to violence against 

women, both in the sense that female performers are directly abused within the industry, and that 

porn proliferates harmful ideas about women and sex more generally. The activist group Women 

Against Pornography (W AP) organized in 1978 around these ideas, popularizing Robin 

Morgan's slogan "Porn is the theory, rape is the practice"; members ofW AP believed that porn 

was, in essence, the commodification of rape, and that its skewed portrayals of consent would 

lead viewers to accept the "rape myth," or the notion that women secretly want to be raped 

(Penley et al. 2013). 

Most influential to the W AP movement were feminist scholars Andrea Dworkin and 

Catharine MacKinnon, who argued that porn eroticizes power inequalities between men and 

women by repeatedly presenting viewers with moments of gendered aggression as sexual 
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stimulus until they subconsciously associate female subordination with arousal. Men are thus 

conditioned to get off on the domination, humiliation and abuse of women, while women learn to 

internalize fantasies of victimization (Dworkin 1981; MacKinnon 1987). According to 

MacKinnon, women who derive sexual pleasure from porn are actually complicit in their own 

oppression, blind to the fact that porn has entangled their fantasies in rape culture; therefore, the 

argument "but I like porn" is an inadequate defense of it (1987). Other scholars have since 

elaborated on this idea of female false-consciousness, most notably Ariel Levy in Female 

Chauvinist Pigs; Levy argues that American women embrace their sexuality under the guise of 

liberation and empowerment, but are unaware of how their behavior is fundamentally shaped by 

sexualized media and "raunch culture" (2005). 

MacKinnon, a lawyer as well as feminist activist, took her anti-pornography position a 

step further in Only Words (1993), in which she constructs a legal argument for porn's 

censorship. MacKinnon draws a distinction between "constative speech," meaning passive 

descriptions of a given reality, and "performative speech," or words that incite action, and 

actively change the social reality they are describing. Porn is protected under the First 

Amendment because the u.s. government considers it constative speech, a simple expression of 

sexuality; however, MacKinnon contends that porn acts performatively, manipulating viewers' 

sexuality itself (1993). Moreover, since this manipulation leads viewers to eroticize sexism, 

MacKinnon asserts that porn "performatively accomplishes the subordination of women," and 

warrants censorship (MacKinnon, as cited in Schauer 2005, p. 44). 

Critiques of Anti-Pornography Feminism 

Underlying MacKinnon and Dworkin's arguments against porn is the assumption that, if 

left undisturbed, there exists a "natural" female sexuality devoid of power dynamics. This is 
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precisely what Judith Butler criticizes in Excitable Speech (1997), emphasizing that there is no 

such thing as "true" sexuality uninfluenced by history, culture and representation (1997). It being 

impossible to conceive of sexuality outside of cultural discourse, anti-pornography feminists' 

direction of blame squarely on porn draws attention away from the larger network of social 

factors that influence what people find erotic, and that determine what gets depicted in porn in 

the first place. When asked to comment on anti-pornography feminism in a 1992 interview, 

Butler had this to say: 

One ofthe aspects of it that alarmed me was the way in which psyches and fantasy life 
are described by [anti-pornography feminists]. [They] actually believe that pictures have 
the power to form psyches and desires, and to produce actions in an almost behavioristic 
way. It struck me that they want to police not only representations but the ways people 
think, desire, and fantasize; they want to obliterate the ethical distinctions between 
fantasy, representation, and action. I actually came to think that feminism did as much to 
produce guilt around sexuality and sexual fantasy as mainstream culture did. "The Body 
You Want: An Interview with Judith Butler" 1992. 

Butler highlights how anti-pornography feminism tends to equate "fantasy, representation, and 

action," both making the assumption that a person who enjoys a certain fantasy in porn wishes to 

enact that behavior in real life and, more concerning, casting reproach not simply on porn 

(representation) itself, but people's fantasies themselves. 

Let's take a closer look at these fantasies. Dworkin and MacKinnon assert that women 

who have fantasies of victimization are complicit in sexism, suggesting that a woman cannot 

entertain a fantasy in which she is dominated and call herself a feminist at the same time. If these 

really are the bounds of feminism, then a staggering number of women are excluded from the 

club; one need only recall the craze surrounding 50 Shades of Grey in 2011, or consider the fact 

that somewhere between 31 % and 57% of women report having fantasies about being raped5 

5 It should go without saying that having a rape fantasy does NOT mean actually wanting to be 
raped; by definition, the woman constructing the fantasy decides the actions of her imagined 
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(Critelli & Bivona 2008). Can we attribute the popularity of rape fantasies to porn? While studies 

conducted prior to the commercialization ofthe Internet did demonstrate a link between early 

exposure to porn and subsequent rape fantasies among women, more recent studies have not 

been able to replicate this finding (Corne et al. 1992; Garos et al. 2004). A 2008 meta-analysis 

considered eight explanations for the prevalence of rape fantasies, including Male Rape Culture 

(women are conditioned to buy into men's fantasies of domination-namely, the theory endorsed 

by anti-pornography feminism), Masochism (women enjoy suffering), Sexual Blame Avoidance 

(being socialized to repress sexuality, women render themselves powerless in their fantasies so 

as to divert blame onto the imagined male aggressor), and, in stark contrast to the rest, Openness 

to Sexual Experience (women who are sexually open are more likely to entertain a wider range 

of fantasies, including rape fantasies). The theory with the most empirical support was Openness 

to Sexual Experience, indicating that having a rape fantasy is not inherently unhealthy, and in 

fact might be demonstrative of an overall positive, unrestrictive expression of sexuality (Critelli 

& Bivona 2008). 

Whether we choose to believe that fantasies of victimization are evidence of an open 

attitude towards sex versus indoctrination into rape culture, banning porn might well exacerbate 

the problem. Michel Foucault points out in History of Sexuality that attempts to control a 

discourse through censorship often have the opposite effect, actually amplifying the kinds of 

sexual deviancy they intend to stifle (1976). Butler similarly cautions against the censorship of 

sexual material, although she acknowledges that repetitive rituals like porn serve to maintain 

characters and is in control of the scenario. To clarify this point, a 2010 study measured women's 
sexual arousal in response to guided imagery of an erotic rape fantasy, as compared to imagery 
of a realistic rape. Women in the first condition showed far more physical arousal and reported 
significantly more pleasure than those in the realistic rape condition, who reported feelings of 
disgust, anger and shame (Bond & Mosher 2010). 
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social conventions, and that mainstream heterosexual porn in particular often does strengthen 

hegemonic, sexist notions of gender and sexuality (1997, as cited in Schauer 2005). Rather than 

do away with this problematic discourse, Butler proposes responding to it with "insurrectionary 

speech," meaning visual representations, texts or actual speech that appropriate an existing norm 

in such a way as to resist against and redefine its original meanings (1997). Examples of 

insurrectionary speech as porn are web sites curated by women6 that feature images and video 

clips pulled from mainstream male spaces; by re-contextualizing these images, which were 

originally reflective of male desire, as "porn for women," the images themselves come to take on 

an entirely different meaning: female erotic agency (Schauer 2005). Another insurrectionary 

move, discussed later in this chapter, is to create alternative feminist porn. 

Physical Violence in Porn 

So far, we have been working from the assumption that the majority of porn indeed 

portrays women in a violent and derogatory light, but is this borne out by research? A number of 

studies have assessed the prevalence of physical violence against women within porn using 

content analysis of popular sites, but their findings vary enormously: McKee 2005: 2% of porn 

depicts violence against women; Bridges et al. 2010: 88.2%; Klaassen et al. 2014: 37%. In large 

part, this variance is due to divergent definitions of "violence," pivoting around the issue of 

whether or not to consider acts of consensual BDSM (involving bondage, discipline, dominance, 

submission, and sadomasochism) as violence. Indeed, violence is difficult to code for in sexual 

contexts, considering that it is traditionally defined as "behaviors directed from one character to 

another that are intended to cause harm, with the recipient motivated to avoid such harm" 

(Bridges 2010). In a BDSM scenario, acts of aggression are not intended to inflict lasting harm, 

6 Essentially Tumblr, although Schauer was not specifically looking at Tumblr blogs in her 
analysis. I discuss Tumblr further later in this chapter, under the "Male Gaze" heading. 



and moreover, the recipient is desirous ofthese acts, rather than motivated to avoid them. The 

Bridges et al. and Klaassen et al. studies both acknowledge this contradiction but ultimately 

overlook it, coding acts like spanking and gagging (while performing fellatio) as violent, even 

when the "victims" appear to be enjoying themselves. In contrast, McKee operationalized 

violence as any nonconsensual behavior, and only coded "violence" in instances wherein the 

victim demonstrated resistance or discomfort. 
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All three studies agreed on the fact that women were more often the targets of violence 

than the perpetrators; when they did perpetrate violence, they primarily aggressed against other 

women (McKee 2005; Bridges et al. 2010; Klaassen et al. 2014). Aggression levels increased 

when the two performers in a scene were of different ethnicities, with men of color often 

depicted as violent and animalistic, and women of color more often portrayed as submissive and 

powerless (Cowan & Campbell, 1994; Monk-Turner & Purcell, 1999). Women of all ethnicities 

were significantly more likely to express pleasure or neutrality when aggressed against (95.9%; n 

~ 3,049), compared to men (84.0%; n ~ 147), and men were four times as likely to react with 

overt displeasure (Bridges et al. 2010). These findings show a shift from content analyses of pre

Internet porn, which had documented patterns in porn that perpetuated the "rape myth," 

depicting women who initially expressed pain or resistance to male dominance, but eventually 

"gave in" and showed enjoyment (Cowan et al. 1988; Duncan 1991). 

The new phenomenon of women responding with indiscriminate pleasure to male 

aggression has its own worrisome implications. For one, social cognitive theory tells us that 

individuals are far more likely to mirror aggressive behavior learned from visual media when 

they witnessed the act being rewarded; for example, if viewers consistently see women moaning 

in pleasure after being slapped, they are more likely to view slapping as a socially acceptable act 



and incorporate it into their own sex lives (Bandura 1994, as cited in Bridges 2010). This 

phenomenon thus normalizes aggression against women in a sexual context, painting it as 

desirable for both parties, and giving women no model for how to say "no" or effectively 

communicate their boundaries to a partner. 

Non-Physical Forms ofGendered Violence 
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The three aforementioned studies assessed not only physical violence, but also other 

forms of degradation, pertaining to how performers of different genders were portrayed in terms 

of agency and personhood. For example, McKee and Klaassen et al. measured personhood 

according to "whether a person was depicted as having feelings and thoughts, and as making 

their own choices"; thus, performers who initiated sex and/or expressed active desire to have sex 

for the purposes of their own pleasure and enjoyment were rated as displaying more personhood 

than those coerced into sex. Both studies found that female porn performers were actually more 

likely than males to initiate sex, and were consistently depicted as sexual beings who took an 

active role in pursuing their own desires (McKee 2005; Klaassen et al. 2014). 

Additionally, Klaassen et al. took note of the camera's focus on different parts of 

performers' bodies, with close-ups of fragmented body parts coded as objectification, whereas 

close-ups of performers' faces were seen to further humanize performers and reflect their 

personhood. Female bodies were indeed more often objectified than male bodies, with obsessive 

close-ups of vulvas and breasts; at the same time, however, female faces were shown frequently 

(far more often than male faces), suggesting that female performers are both objectified and 

humanized by porn in certain moments (Klaassen et al. 2014). 

Female and male performers were equally likely to be cast in high-power role-play 

positions (e.g. police officer, doctor) as opposed to subordinate positions (e.g. detainee, patient) 
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(Klaassen et al. 2014). While there was no difference in hierarchal status between the sexes, 

power differences were still observed in the context of sexual activities, as men were more likely 

to be depicted as dominant and women as submissive (operationalized by coding who was 

compliant to the other in following instructions and moving into different physical positions), 

regardless of the professional role they were playing (Klaassen et al. 2014). 

Thus, while women are not generally dis empowered within porn, and are consistently 

depicted as sexual beings with their own desires and personhood, power differences between the 

sexes remam. 

Effects of Violent and Degrading Porn 

Much research has examined how violent pornography affects male viewers, and whether 

or not it contributes to gender-based violence; however, results remain largely inconclusive. The 

strongest evidence that porn exacerbates violence against women comes from experimental 

studies; male participants exposed to violent porn subsequently endorse more anti-woman 

sentiments and respond more aggressively to female targets (Donnerstein & Berkowitz 1981; 

Malamuth & Check 1981). This latter finding is especially pronounced when participants were 

manipulated to feel anger towards a woman prior to their porn exposure, after being insulted by a 

female confederate (Malamuth & Donnerstein 1984). However, other researchers have failed to 

replicate these results and have raised critiques regarding the artificiality of laboratory 

experiments and whether their findings can be generalized to the real world (Fisher & Grenier 

1994; Ferguson & Hartley 2009; Fisher et al. 2013). 

An alternative approach to experimental studies is to examine the association of 

pornography use with anti-woman attitudes and behavior outside of the lab. Several studies have 

compared convicted sex offenders to control groups of non-criminals in their respective porn 
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habits, but have not found any significant difference between the groups (Becker & Stein 1991; 

Condron & Nutter 1988). A 2010 meta-analysis of observational research on non-criminals did 

find a weak association between the use of violent porn and attitudes supporting violence against 

women (Hald et al. 2010). However, this should not be interpreted as causation, considering that 

men with a disposition towards violence against women are more likely to seek out violent 

pornography (Malamuth et al. 2012). 

A third research strategy to study the impact of violent pornography is through the 

analysis of ecological data on sexually violent crime; such studies generally refute the idea that 

access to violent porn is associated with a higher incidence of sex offenses. Indeed, an inverse 

relationship has been demonstrated between the two in the US: as access to violent porn 

increased exponentially in the 1990s-2000s with the dawn of the Internet, rates of reported 

sexual assault have decreased (Fisher et al. 2013) Fisher et al. thus hypothesize that exposure to 

violent pornography may be cathartic, allowing viewers to satisfy violent impulses without 

acting on them (2013). Unfortunately, studies that rely on ecological data offer limited insight, 

considering that changes at a national level over time may be driven by a multitude of other 

societal factors besides porn, not to mention the fact that much sexual violence goes 

underreported (Lim et al. 2016). 

Despite the interest researchers have taken in porn's effects on gendered violence, no 

clear conclusion can yet be drawn. Moreover, literature overwhelmingly focuses on how porn 

mayor may not incite male viewers to violence, largely ignoring its impact on non-male 

audiences. 
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Do Women Get Aroused by Porn? (Yes) 

Academic literature up until the start of the Porn Wars had assumed that women have 

little interest in porn, and are not aroused by it (Carter 1977, p. 75). Partially to blame for this is 

society's negative valuation of female sexuality, wherein female masturbation is stigmatized 

while male masturbation is generally accepted as a normal practice (Diamond 1985, p. 50). 

Alfred Kinsey's landmark sex research in the 1950s also lent scientific credence to the idea of 

female disinterest in porn, when Kinsey reported that men in his experiments responded more to 

sexual stimuli than women, a finding which was overly generalized into proof that "women 

aren't visual" (Lush 2013, p. 73). These ideas have, until recently, been taken as fact, such that 

academia has failed to pursue women's engagement with porn to the same extent as men's, and 

porn producers continue to pass over opportunities to appeal to female viewers. 

Indeed, more recent research has debunked the notion that women are less visual than 

men, using physiologic measurements to demonstrate that women can and do become aroused by 

porn. For example, Mary Lake Polan et al. found in 2003 that women became fully aroused 

within two minutes of watching a porn film, whereas the average man actually took longer 

(2003). Researchers at McGill University similarly concluded that there was no significant 

difference between men and women in the level of sexual response they showed to porn 

(Kukkonen 20 IS). 

While physical arousal to porn between the sexes appears to be identical, this is not the 

full picture. Ellen Laan et al. highlighted the centrality of one's subjective experience to their 

enjoyment of porn in 1994, when she compared women's physiologic responses to their self

reported levels of arousal while watching two different porn films. Laan wanted to see whether 

women would respond differently to porn directed by a woman and centered around female 
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pleasure as compared to a man-made, male centered film.7 Rer results were compelling: women 

showed high levels of physical arousal to both films; however, they reported that they were 

significantly more turned on by the woman-made film, with some disclosing that the man-made 

film "evoked feelings of shame, guilt, and aversion" (1994). Subjective experience of arousal is 

thus paramount in determining whether or not a woman has a positive experience watching porn. 

Effect of Porn on Women Viewers 

While we know the assumption that women do not enjoy porn is untrue, studies 

examining how porn affects regular viewers continue to focus on how it impacts male behavior 

and sexual performance, rarely considering the possibility of female viewership (Lim et al. 

2016). Scholarship that does look specifically at women's engagement with porn offers an 

optimistic outlook in terms of its effects, but is based primarily on self-reports and correlational 

evidence, and thus warrants a degree of cynicism. In heterosexual relationships, increased 

engagement with porn on the part of the female partner is positively correlated with sexual 

satisfaction for both partners (whereas male partners' viewing of porn shows the opposite 

association) (Bridges & Morokoff20 11). In studies of Australian and Danish porn watchers, 

both men and women self-reported that porn had a positive influence on their lives, leading them 

to hold more open-minded attitudes about sex, be more attentive to their partner's sexual needs, 

and experience heightened pleasure themselves (McKee 2014; Raid & Malamuth 2008). 

Similarly, in a survey of US college students, viewing porn was associated with a willingness to 

explore new sexual behaviors, and female participants in particular cited porn as a source of 

7 For anyone curious, the female-centered film played for participants was Urban Heat (1984) by 
Candida Royalle. Royalle was the first woman director in the industry, and is credited with 
introducing the concept of feminist porn. In addition to her role as director, Royalle wrote the 
2004 bookHow to Tell a Naked Man WhattoDo: SexAdvicefrom a Woman Who Knows and 
founded the production company Femme Productions. 
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empowerment that built sexual confidence (Weinberg et al. 2010). Researchers attribute this to 

porn's ability to "broaden sexual horizons," both by making viewers more open to experimenting 

with novel sexual behaviors, and by providing new resources for fantasy construction (Tiefer 

2004). 

Various studies have pointed to the benefits of masturbation in healthy sexual 

development (McCormick 1994; Coleman 2002; Kaestle & Allen 2011). Some go so far as to 

assert that masturbation is the key to a satisfying sex life in adulthood, as it promotes self

acceptance via an understanding of one's own body and desires (Klein 2006). Porn, as a 

facilitator for masturbation, might well bolster these effects, leading to a sense of erotic 

agency; in the words of feminist pornographer Lisa Palac, "Once I figured out how to use porn 

and come [ ... J my life was irrevocably changed. For the first time in my life, I felt sexually 

autonomous" (Palac 1995, as cited in Weinberg et al. 2010). Watching porn, then, may 

empower women sexually, and encourage them to take control of their pleasure rather than 

view it as dependent on a partner. 

The Male Gaze in Porn 

Of course, certain videos may lend themselves better to empowered viewing than others, 

as scholarship on the gendered "gaze" in porn suggests. Foucault first discussed the gaze in 

relation to methods of surveillance, highlighting the relationship between observation, power and 

knowledge, while Lacan demonstrated how the gaze creates power relations among people, 

defining the one who looks as an agentive subject, while objectifying the person looked-upon 

(Foucault 1975; Lacan 1981). Laura Mulvey was the first to introduce the concept of the "male 

gaze" when she argued that, in narrative cinema, men control the gaze; directors align the camera 
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to the perspective of a heterosexual male, focusing on women's bodies in a manner that 

eroticizes and renders them passive objects (Mulvey 1989). 

Feminist porn producer Ms. Naughty builds on Mulvey's theory in her critical video "The 

Male Gaze in Porn (With Commentary by Doge)," revealing how the male gaze manifests itself 

in adult media. While Ms. Naughty identifies 8 trademarks of porn' male gaze, the following 6 

are most relevant to my analysis: 

1) The Headless Dick: the man is regularly cut out of the frame so that only his penis is 
visible 

2) It's All About Her Body: The camera focuses mainly on the female performer and her 
body parts. 

3) Always Male POV: The camera will often capture sex from a male point of view, for 
instance looking up at the woman in cowgirl position rather than showing her vantage 
point. The woman is an object that is looked at rather than a subject that does the 
looking. 

4) Oral ~ Blowjob: Porn features significantly more fellatio than cunnilingus, and the 
Adult Video News Awards (AVNs) only ever nominate fellatio films to the category of 
"Best Oral Release." 

5) Male Orgasm Is The Goal: The vast majority of scenes end with an external cumshot, 
often to the woman's face. 

6) Your Cock: Descriptions of videos, advertising and reviews speak in second person to 
an assumed male viewer. 20148 

According to Ms. Naughty, these features of mainstream porn come together to make it an 

unwelcome and thoroughly unappealing place for women. Indeed, female porn-watchers in a 

2015 survey listed this "man's eye" perspective as the primary reason they were turned offby 

mainstream heterosexual porn, feeling that they were "compelled to 'have sex' with the woman 

in the video," and, moreover, have sex with her the way a man would (Neville 2015). Other 

scholars have expressed concern that women regularly exposed to the male gaze through porn 

8 The original version of "The Male Gaze In Porn" is no longer available to stream on Vimeo due 
to restrictions on sexual content. The web address included in the bibliography links to a 
censored version; the original cut can be requested from Ms. Naughty herself by contacting her 
through her website (htlp ://brightdesire.coml). 
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will become indoctrinated into it, and begin to view themselves and other women accordingly 

(Daileader 1997). 

Recent scholarship indicates that some porn-watching women may be exercising their 

own female gaze rather than aligning themselves with the male gaze. Alessandra Mondin, for 

example, traces the creation of sexual subcultures on Tumblr; she argues that women use 

pornographic Tumblr blogs as a platform to cultivate their own gaze and sex aesthetics (Mondin 

2017). Sadly, porn blogs are no longer available on Tumblr, ever since the site banned explicit 

sexual content as of December 2018. Several articles have highlighted the impact of the Tumblr 

porn ban as destroying one of the few refuges for feminist and/or queer sexual subcultures9, and 

pushing more viewers onto mainstream (male gaze-saturated) sites (see, for example, "What 

Tumblr's Porn Ban Really Means" 2018). 

Rise of Feminist Porn 

While feminist and queer sexual subcultures may be dwindling, recent years have seen a 

boom in alternative porn directed and produced by women, many of who are queer and/or of 

color. For example, Shine Louise Houston, a queer black woman, founded her production 

company Pink and White Productions after recognizing an underserved population of would-be 

porn consumers; on one of her sites, CrashPadSeries.com, Houston states, "1 believe there's a lot 

of room and need to create adult content that's real, that's respectful and powerful. 1 think it's the 

perfect place to become political. It's a place where money, sex, media, and ethics converge" 

9 Reddit is another refuge for feminist and queer users (who share porn recommendations and 
links within "subreddit" forums) that has also begun to crack down on adult content. As of April 
2019, Reddit announced a ban on ads for adult-oriented products and services. This will censor 
not only ads with explicit sexual images, but anything related to sex/sexuality, including sex 
toys, kink groups, erotic art etc. Notably, it will NOT censor ads for erectile dysfunction drugs. 
Some have interpreted this regulatory move as an initial step on Reddit's part towards more 
drastic porn censorship. See htlps:/lreason.com!20 19/04/17/nsfW-advertising-banned-from
redditl for more on this. 
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("About CrashPadSeries" 2019). Indeed, sites like CrashPadSeries are committed to offering 

consensual (and educational!) videos of people having sex, often casting performers across a 

much wider range of gender presentations, skin tones, and abilities than one is likely to find in 

mainstre am porn. 

The expansion of feminist porn has been so great over the past decade, that a whole new 

awards committee, the Feminist Porn Awards (FPAs), has been established around it. The FPAs 

annually recognize porn films that meet the following criteria: 

(1) A woman had a hand in the production, writing, direction, etc. of the work; (2) It 
depicts genuine female pleasure; and/or (3) It expands the boundaries of sexual 
representation on film and challenges stereotypes that are often found in mainstream porn 
[ ... ] And of course, it has to be hot! Overall, Feminist Porn Award winners tend to show 
movies that consider a female viewer from start to finish. This means that you are more 
likely to see active desire and consent, real orgasms, and women taking control of their 
own fantasies (even when that fantasy is to hand over that control). Feminist Porn 
Awards, as quoted in Taormino et al. 2003, p.12. 

Thus, women are increasingly being taken seriously as consumers of porn, and more and more 

porn is filmed with their desire in mind. 

Scholarship on feminist and queer porn is limited in scope, but has so far been 

overwhelmingly positive, highlighting alternative porn's potential to subvert traditional gender 

roles rather than eroticize the power imbalance between men and women (Thompson 2015; 

Butler 2004). 

However, while feminist porn is by all accounts fantastic, it remains marginal; small-

scale pornographers often struggle to fund their projects, driving up subscription costs for their 

sites (Membership to CrashPadSeries, for example, is $25 per month, or $9.99 per month with a 

year's subscription). The high cost of membership means that feminist porn is only accessible to 

those who can afford it, filtering out a great deal of people who might otherwise be interested. 

Young adults without a steady source of income may be particularly unlikely to shell out money 
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on porn subscriptions; according to a survey of members of Sssh Productions, a small feminist 

production company, only 11.16% of the user base are between the ages of 18 and 24.10 In 

comparison, 18-24 year-olds make up 26% ofPornhub's user base (,,2018 Year in Review" 

2018). 

Research on women porn-watchers often rests on the assumption that women will prefer 

feminist alternative porn over mainstream content, without considering the financial barriers to 

accessing it. In reality, feminist porn remains somewhat exclusive and does not attract many 

young adults . 

Reading Positive Potential in Problematic Porn 

While the positive potential of feminist alternative porn seems clear, scholars have also 

pointed to feminist and queer "possibilities" within some of the most outwardly problematic and 

disturbing porn films. Jennifer Moorman, a professor of Women's and Gender Studies, analyzes 

extremely graphic and violent rape fantasy porn films that were directed by women. Moorman 

compares this porn genre to the "final girl" phenomenon in horror movies (one last female 

survivor who perseveres after the rest of her group has been killed oft), asserting that they both 

portray "empowerment arising from an economy offemale victimhood;" in the porn Moorman 

analyzed, female performers often fight back or get revenge on their assailants by the end of the 

10 This information was provided to me through email correspondence with a Sssh 
representative, after I posted to Twitter asking feminist production companies for age 
demographics of their users. Membership to the site was $19.95 per month, with a $4.95 trial 
period for the first month. 81.78% of members identified as female. The full age breakdown is as 
follows: 
18-24: 1l.l6% 
25-34: 24.95% 
35-49: 41.78% 
50-64: 19.68% 
65 and up: 2.43% 
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film (2017, pp. 695-6). Moonnan also emphasizes that, while much of mainstream porn portrays 

women as "always enthusiastic to do whatever men want, irrespective of how painful, 

humiliating, or harmful the act is ... [with] the word "no" glaringly absent from their 

vocabularies," the women in rape fantasy films loudly and actively resist (2017, p. 712). Thus, 

while Moorman at no point defends these films or argues that they are pro-woman, she still 

locates feminist possibilities within them through her careful analysis. 

Jane Ward, also a professor Gender Studies, gets a bit more personal in her essay on 

"elephant chain porn," admitting that her academic interest in the subject derives from the fact 

that she herself watches and enjoys these videos (Ward, ed. Taonnino 2013). In elephant chain 

porn, female porn stars visit fraternities and "haze" college boys, forcing them to perfonn sexual 

acts on each other before the porn stars themselves will agree to have sex with them. Beyond the 

power of the female porn stars in controlling the bodies of these boys, Ward points to queer 

potential within these videos; the fraternity brothers, coming from a setting of 

hypermasculinity/homophobia, are suddenly able to act on homoerotic desires for one another 

under the guise of being "forced" to do so in order to have sex with a woman (2013). 

Even with their feminist and queer "possibilities," what could possibly lead someone to 

be turned on by images of violent rape or coercive sexual hazing? According to Ward, this is not 

a productive question to ask; she argues that people who look back into their past to try and 

detennine how childhood experiences and/or social conditioning shaped their current desires 

only end up pathologizing themselves and heightening their guilt around having these desires 

(Ward, ed. Taonnino 2013). Instead, Ward encourages viewers to observe their "less than ideal 

behaviors and desires" from a stance of mindfulness and compassion for themselves, reflecting 



on what meanings their controversial fantasies might really hold for them, and how indulging 

these fantasies affects their wellbeing in the present (2013). 

Scholars like Moorman and Ward demonstrate that it is possible to read queer/feminist 

potential in unlikely places, and that viewers may be able to engage mindfully even with the 

most outwardly problematic content. 

What We Don't Know Yet 
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Literature increasingly suggests that porn is not as damaging to viewers as anti-porn 

feminists would have us believe, and that we might find positive and socially progressive 

potential within it. However, most existing literature has so far focused on analyzing pornfilms 

and people's reactions to them; there is an alarming lack of information about contemporary tube 

sites like Pornhub, and how the experience of finding and watching free porn may be different 

for people who use these sites. Considering that tube sites are the most popular source of porn for 

young people, and frequently serve as their introduction to the industry, this is information that is 

sorely needed. 

Additionally, research on how porn affects viewers tends to ignore female viewership 

entirely, and typically only examines the after-effects of exposure to porn (e.g. violent behavior, 

feelings of guilt, endorsement of anti-woman sentiments). While this is certainly important to 

study, we know very little about what goes on in the minds of viewers as they watch porn; what 

emotional reactions are they having? What cognitive strategies are they be engaging in? 

Porn research generally posits viewers in an inactive role, considering only the effect that 

porn has on them and never the part that they may play in producing these effects. And yet, we 

know that a person's subjective interpretation of porn is crucial in determining the experience 

that they will have watching it; it is the difference between walking away from a video feeling 
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happy and satisfied versus guilty and disturbed. Perhaps, as Jane Ward suggests, there are indeed 

ways of altering our subjectivity such that we might engage with problematic porn without 

facing guilt or doing any damage to ourselves. 

In this thesis, I argue that women viewers often take on a far more active and imaginative 

role towards their porn than literature gives them credit for. My analysis builds off of and fills 

some of the gap in existing literature, exploring the ways in which women exercise agency in 

their engagement with porn. 
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Chapter 1: Navigating Outsider Status as a Porn-Watching Woman 

The women I interviewed were not satisfied with porn, many seeing mainstream porn as 

the breeding grounds for misogyny and male aggression. Nevertheless, they watched it anyway, 

with nearly half of them opting to do so on the same sites that they believed to be most 

problematic. In this chapter, I outline the primary concerns that participants had towards 

mainstream porn, and their perceptions of its effect on their sexual partners and themselves. 

While participants were, for the most part, united in their criticisms of porn, they differed 

widely in their subsequent choices as to how to interact with it. The obvious solution was to steer 

clear of porn entirely, as two participants, Megan and Barbara, did. Other participants, like Jenny 

and Stella, opted to seek out better content more tailored towards feminist and queer audiences 11. 

However, seven of the women I interviewed reported that they continued to watch mainstream 

porn on Pornhub, at least on an occasional basis, despite their grievances with the site. These 

seven participants envisioned a more active role for themselves as viewers; rather than watch 

porn mindlessly, they carefully reflected on the aspects of it they did not agree with, and set 

these aside to deal with further once they had finished using the video for sexual gratification. 

Two women, Alice and Mia, took their active role a step further, and introduce a third option for 

viewers to engage with problematic porn: co-opting or "hijacking" the male gaze by reimagining 

the narrative of a scene in a more pro-woman light. 

11 These alternative choices are discussed at length in Chapter 2, I do not go into them here. 
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Recognizing Sexism in Porn 

Normalization of Male Aggression/Female Submission 

Participants expressed alann at the level of male aggression towards women in 

mainstream videos, viewing the pervasiveness ofthis dynamic as clear evidence of sexism. For 

example, Zoe stated: 

I don't want to kink shame or tell someone that their sexual preferences are wrong, 
because there's nothing wrong with liking videos with power dynamics, but I do think 
that it's important to recognize that the reason that often that specific kink of male 
dominance/female submission is so, so nonnalized is because of sexism, and because it's 
very normalized to see woman as lesser than, and to put women down outside of sex as 
well. 

Zoe's discomfort was not about people having kinks for BDSM, but rather with how normalized 

"that specific kink of male dominance/female submission" had become in porn. Certainly, as Zoe 

highlights, it is no coincidence that the same gendered power dynamic that prevails in society 

"outside of sex" is replicated in porn. 

Jenny elaborated on Zoe's points, clarifying the difference she saw between healthy 

power playas opposed to porn's depiction of aggression: 

People talk about "oh, there's BDSM and kink, and then there's nonnal straight porn." 
And I'm like "Yeah sure, but BDSM when done among consenting adults is very healthy, 
whereas straight porn is ahnost always based around sexual domination that's not 
consensual." Even when it's supposed to be a vanilla scene, it's always a heavily gendered 
dynamic that's very violent and aggressive. 

Jenny points out that these power dynamics are present even in "vanilla" videos that are not 

meant to be kinky, suggesting that male dominance/female submission is not seen as a kink at 

all, but as natural and innate to heterosexuality. 

Several women spoke to the fact that, while they had interest in watching videos with 

rough sex and BDSM, they found themselves unable to enjoy the videos due to concern about 

the wellbeing of the actors involved: 
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I feel like that's so hard, with porn, because you don't see the verbal interaction before. 
Where it's like "is it okay if we do this?" or any sort of communication about it. Which is 
why I tend to stay away from that, because it makes me feel too uncomfortable, like I'm 
watching actual violence. -Tasha 

I think, fIrst of all, it can make women feel like they need to do the things that are 
depicted in the scene to be sexually adequate. And it leads women to believe they have to 
be a certain kind of submissive to men in order to be fuckable. I think it teaches men that 
their desire for these kinds of things is normal and acceptable even when they're not 
based on an agreement, like this is just the way gender is. I think it can lead to people 
sexualizing the reality of the scene rather than the fIctionality ofthe scene. -Jenny 

Both Tasha and Jenny were wary that, by not contextualizing scenes with the performers' pre-

negotiations of their boundaries, viewers might fail to recognize that this is an essential piece of 

consensual BDSM practice. Jenny further worried that this lack of onscreen communication 

would cause viewers to forget that they were watching a role play based in fantasy and mutual 

agreement, and instead come to the conclusion that male aggression/female submission is simply 

"the way gender is." 

Porn Woman as Spectacle; Porn Man as Silent Penis 

Several of the women I spoke to who were attracted to men expressed disappointment in 

the male porn stars they had watched, both in their appearance and performance. Stella 

complained: 

Their faces are usually so ugly, and, like, scrunched up in stupid expressions. God. 
There's that, like, Ron Jeremy dude who's just fat and ugly. Ugh. I think for guys it's 
just, like, "do you have a big dick?" And for girls it's like, "do you have nice hair; are 
you pretty; do you have big boobs; are you tan; are you shaved; do you have tattoos"
it's like, every single part of a woman's body is for the camera, but for the guy it's only, 
like, his dick. And that's it. 

Stella speaks to the "Headless dick" phenomenon outlined in the literature review; because 

mainstream porn is designed to appeal to the male gaze, women's bodies are scrutinized by the 

camera, whereas men's penises are often the only part of them caught in-frame. The general 
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absence of attractive (straight) male porn stars also likely ties into the paranoid heterosexuality of 

this industry; male viewers are so concerned over their straightness that they would rather not see 

images of attractive men while they are masturbating12 For women like Stella, however, who are 

turned on by good-looking men, this is a major letdown, and further evidence that the porn 

industry does not consider the desires of her demographic. 

When she fIrst got into porn, Kat also had trouble finding male porn stars that piqued her 

interest, feeling that they were simply too quiet: 

I'm turned on by dirty talk and guys moaning, but a lot of guys in porn are just 
completely silent. It's so weird to watch a video where the girl is screaming and the dude 
having sex with her isn't making sound. It's like he's trying to show that he's such a stud 
he's, like, numb to all of it [ ... J It's not even an interaction between two people at that 
point. 

Kat saw men's silence in porn as a sign of how artifIcial the interaction was; it was bizarre to her 

that two people having sex would be so totally out of sync in the level of noise each was making. 

Kat, who is bisexual, talked about being turned on by expressions of pleasure from both men and 

women in porn-what mattered most to her was a clear sense of chemistry and intimacy between 

partners. Thus, this dynamic where the woman made a spectacle out of herself and the man was 

essentially a noiseless penis did nothing for her. 

Body Image 

With female bodies so fully on display in porn, are viewers internalizing ideals about 

how they should look like based on the pornstar physique? Participants all generally agreed upon 

what constituted the stereotypical female body in porn: thin and white, with disproportionately 

12 Indeed, some theorize that paranoid heterosexuality has prompted entirely new genres of porn 
into being, namely sex machine porn, in which women are penetrated by dildos attached to 
mechanically thrnsting machines. Timothy Archibald, a producer of this content, suspects that its 
popularity is due in part to men wanting to see penetration, but not wanting to see other naked 
men, calling it "porn for homophobes" (Roach 2008, p. 58). 
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large breasts. For the most part, though, they did not feel as if they themselves bought into the 

glamorization of this particular body type: 

I don't think porn creates [beauty standards J. That might be me coming at it as a woman; 
I've never been ashamed of my body or thought "I want to change my body" based on 
bodies I see in porn. If anything, I'm like, "oh my god, I like my body so much more than 
that one," because it looks so ridiculous. I think the bodies in porn-especially the stars 
that do porn for a living-a lot of them have made their bodies supernaturally different 
than beauty standards, to stand out. It may then create fantasies for other groups of 
people, I don't want to stereotype, but maybe men, that want that for their partner, to look 
like that. But it's never made me think any kind of thing about my body, or think any kind 
of thing about the body I want to sleep with. [ . .. J I think that mainstream advertising and 
movie and TV stars have a lot more to do with the images of beauty and the beauty 
standards that have not only shaped my own perspectives on beauty, but, again, 
mainstream public views on it. -Lila 

I know that, independent from porn, just from reading magazines and watching some 
very mainstream TV shows, those beauty standards absolutely affected me. I mean, they 
contributed to me having an eating disorder my sophomore year of college. Because these 
women's bodies are made to appear natural and normal, even when they've been heavily 
edited and are literally unachievable. Whereas, I feel like bodies in porn are so out there, 
so extreme, that it's very clear when someone has had a breast augmentation or whatnot. 
So, I'm not looking to porn as a basis for what a real woman should look like, or what I 
should try to look like, because nobody in porn is hiding the fact that their bodies are 
unnatural and surgically constructed. -Chris 

Neither Lila nor Chris wanted their bodies to resemble the pornstar ideal, pointing to its 

exaggerated and "unnatural" features; however, both readily acknowledge being affected by 

television and advertising. Chris implies that the power exerted by mainstream media in 

establishing beauty standards lies in its portrayal of idealized bodies as natural, and its 

concealment ofthe efforts put in to enhance these bodies. Women are made to feel as though 

working towards these ideals is a realistic pursuit, and that they have failed somehow as women 

when they are unable to achieve them. In contrast, porn makes few allusions to natural beauty, 

and many porn stars are popular precisely because they push the boundaries of what is typically 

considered natural/beautiful. 
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Other participants felt that porn had actually eased some of their insecurities, or expanded 

their ideas about what the female body is capable of. For example, Stella noted: 

There are so many different kinds of vaginas, and they're always shown in porn, that just, 
like, it's nice. 'Cause you don't really-most women don't talk about how their vaginas 
look like (sic), so we're always like, "oh, is my vagina normal or not? Is it weird?" But 
you see them all in porn and they're all very different and then it's like, "oh, okay, so my 
vagina's fine; it's normal; I'm good." 

Stella no longer worried that her vagina might be "weird" after witnessing a range of different-

looking ones in porn, highlighting the potential of porn to normalize body parts and actually 

heighten body positivity. Stella's point proves especially interesting as it seems to contradict 

existing scholarship, which suggests that increased access to porn has led to a spike in women 

seeking to achieve the "perfect vulva" through labiaplasty (Chambers 2019). 

In a similar vein to Stella, Trish found that watching porn gave her a new respect for 

female bodies, or more precisely, for the resilience ofthe human vagina: 

I read that the vaginal walls are very flexible and stretch back, and I didn't believe that, 
but then I saw somebody put a whole apple in her vagina! So I was like "alright, I believe 
you now! Like, I got it, I got it" because it went right back. 

As Trish's apple example illustrates, porn can sometimes offer positive educational value, in this 

case disproving the popular notion that women's vaginas are "stretched out" or "ruined" through 

frequent penetrative sex. This is especially important for viewers who have had poor access to 

sex education, like Zoe, who learned the "lollipop method" in Catholic school: "They taught us 

that your vagina is a lollipop, and if someone unwraps it and sucks on it and then puts it back in 

the wrapper, then it's messed up permanently, and no one else would want it." Porn can thus 

powerfully counteract negative sex education, showing women that their bodies are not soiled or 

"messed up permanently" just because they have had sex. 
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Predictability of Scenes 

While porn sometimes serves as better sex ed than formal sex ed itself, it can certainly 

spread misinformation as well; Kat attests to this in the following, responding to the formulaic 

nature of mainstream videos: 

Porn for the most part is super predictable. I mean in terms of the sex acts in it, not 
necessarily the role-plays or whatever, because that gets crazy. But In terms of what 
makes up a video, it's so standardized: it'll be a couple minutes of kissing, a couple 
minutes of blow job, maybe like a couple seconds of the girl getting fingered or eaten out, 
but I feel like usually it just cuts straight to sex. And then it'll be, like, three different 
standard sex positions: cowgirl, doggy, missionary, and then-bam-cumshot, usually on 
the face. Maybe there will be more variation in the middle of videos, but it without fail 
ends with the man cumming. My main problem with porn, is that that's what sex often 
looks like, now, for me, in real life. It follows the script of a porn video, where there's no 
good foreplay, I don't cum, my partner does, and then it's over. And he won't see any 
problem with that, because that's what he sees happening over and over again in porn. 

Kat highlights how this standardized sequence of sex acts can indoctrinate viewers into 

following its "script" in their own bedrooms. As the only direct representation of sex that people 

have access to, porn naturally serves an educational role, demonstrating the different ways that 

people can be with each other and experience pleasure; however, when videos consistently 

replicate the same progression of sex acts, viewers limit their concept of sex to this fixed 

formula. Moreover, since this formula clearly privileges men, women may be put at a sexual 

disadvantage, finding that their partners refuse to reciprocate oral sex or attempt to penetrate 

them without sufficient foreplay or lubricant. As Kat stresses, "He won't see any problem with 

that, because that's what he sees happening over and over again in porn;" in other words, porn 

has made men oblivious to women's needs. All the onus thus comes to rest on the woman to be 

vocal about what she wants done differently, a difficult thing to do in a culture that teaches 

women to be submissive and selfless. 
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Depictions of Female Orgasm 

Porn's miseducation extends beyond men's ineptitude at satisfying their partners, 

affecting women as well; Emily and Chris both discussed feeling confusion and guilt when the 

kinds of sexual activity they saw women enthusiastically responding to in porn did not do much 

for them in real life. Emily said: 

A lot of times I just think to myself, like, "how in the hell can she be feeling that good 
from, like, just a dick that does nothing? And, like, screaming out with pleasure?" So, to 
me it's almost confusing. I almost wonder, "am I doing something wrong if that gesture is 
not doing anything for me?" 

Despite recognizing the inadequacy of a "dick that does nothing," Emily seemed to have 

internalized that the problem of her lack of orgasm lay in her. 

Like Emily, Chris took her lack of orgasm to be the fault of her body rather than the kind 

of activity she was engaging in. Despite having regular sex with her high school boyfriend, Chris 

did not experience orgasm until she was well into college: 

I didn't actually know what it was like to come until I was 20, because all the times I had 
seen it, it was this very loud and almost explosive thing, and often women would make 
faces like they were having an orgasm, like, immediately as soon as the penis had gone in 
them. I genuinely thought I might be one of those people that just was never going to 
experience that, because I was like, there are things that have felt good, there are things 
that have felt like the opening up to some kind of release, but I guess at that point it either 
fades or starts to hurt a little bit, and that was enough for me to be like "it's not going to 
happen." I guess I wish that I had known that not everybody experiences it the same, and 
sometimes it is a little bit more subtle; it's not always this massive, really loud, explosive 
experience for everybody. 

Chris took two misleading lessons about female orgasms from the porn she had seen: that they 

are always loud and "explosive", and that women readily reach them through penis-in-vagina (P-

in-V) sex alone. Therefore, when she struggled to come while having P-in-V sex, she did not 

take this as a cue to tryout something else, but essentially resigned herself to the idea that her 
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body was incapable of orgasm. Since Chris did not start masturbating until her 20s, she held onto 

this idea until, happily, a new partner finally found her clitoris. 

Emily and Chris are certainly not alone in their dissatisfaction with P-in-V sex; a 2018 

study found that 37 percent of American women required clitoral stimulation in order to 

reach orgasm, while only 18 percent were able to do so through P-in-V sex alone (Herbenick et 

al. 2018). Nevertheless, mainstream porn consistently depicts women reaching orgasm during 

vaginal and anal penetration, and very rarely through clitoral stimulation (Seguin et al. 2017). 

Porn thus perpetuates the idea that penetration by itself is sufficient to induce female orgasm, 

implying that women who do not experience "vaginal orgasms,,13 are somehow sexually 

dysfunctional, and exacerbating the kind of self-blame that Emily and Chris described. 

With these misleading depictions of female orgasm so prevalent in porn, it is no wonder 

that many of my informants described feeling pressured to come while having sex, and reported 

faking orgasms with their partners. For example, Lila revealed: 

Yeah, I [fake] it sometimes. Usually not with a partner I know well, but with more, kind 
of, one-off or anonymous sex. Because it can be a really good way to let the person know 
that you're done. There have been sometimes that I've been having sex with someone, and 
I just know I'm not going to come with them, and I just want to be done. And you can let 
them know that they can finish whenever they want and it can be over, by having, like, 
"oh wooow, look at me, it went great...and you can finish now!" Because again, I think 
that some heterosexual men who've watched porn expect that, and feel like they need to 
give a woman that kind of experience before they can finish. 

Understanding that her partners likely watched porn and had drawn from it unrealistic 

expectations about female sexual response, Lila faked orgasms as a strategy to get out of sex she 

was done having. 

13 In quotes because the very existence of vaginal orgasms is heavily contested; according to a 
2014 study of female anatomy, there is no anatomical basis for vaginal orgasms, and any orgasm 
experienced during vaginal penetration is "always caused by the surrounding erectile organs" 
(the clitoris) (Puppo & Puppo 2014). 
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Blurred Line Between Pain and Pleasure 

Participants not only found women's orgasms in porn suspect, but were disturbed by the 

distinct way that female performers expressed pleasure. Jenny explained, "I think that female 

pleasure is heavily associated with pain in pornography. Like, it's ambiguous whether these 

vocalizations are vocalizations of pleasure or pain. And that's supposed to be erotic." Participants 

felt that this convergence of pain and pleasure, while understandably erotic in a BDSM context, 

had bled into much of mainstream porn, such that it could be difficult to determine whether a 

performer was enjoying herself or in actual physical distress. 

Once again, participants traced this trend in porn back into their personal sex lives; Chris 

described this unpleasant encounter with a partner: 

A lot of straight sex is just more ... I feel like a lot of it is about the man exhibiting that he 
is powerful and the actual penetration is, like, "Oh, you like that, it must feel good to hurt 
a little bit" and that, to an extent, sometimes, from experience has been like, yeah, it 
sometimes feels really good, but I also have hooked up with someone who kind of just 
keeps doing it in an angle that's just really uncomfortable and I've had to say, "This is not 
'hurts in a good way'; this hurts in a bad way." And even then, he didn't really adjust. 
Like, he was taking my discomfort as me saying that he was really big and powerful 
when really I was like, "this feels bad-readjust!" 

Clearly, there are consequences to porn's conflation of pain and pleasure: when viewers buy into 

the notion offemale pain as erotic and normalized, it can lead to miscommunications between 

partners and potentially discourage women from speaking up about being in pain in the first 

place. 

Tube Sites as Hostile Space for Sexual Trauma Survivors 

While participants expressed dissatisfaction towards many aspects of porn, for some, 

these feelings went deeper. Emily, a survivor of sexual trauma, described her preference for 

Tumblr over Pornhub in terms of personal safety: 
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I know a lot of the sex gifs and videos [on TumblrJ are just pulled from Pornhub, but I 
think I feel a lot safer using rTumblr1. Partly that's because things have been vetted more 
by whoever made the blog you're looking at so you're more likely to see more of the sort 
of content you want to see, whereas Pornhub is just sensory overload of things you don't 
want to see r ... 1 I'm really cautious about searching out specific terms or scenarios that I 
know feel safe and are sexy to me [when on Pornhub J because I've come across 
disturbing and abusive stuff right there on the home page. But even when I search stuff 
out, they have this feature, kind of like the "up next" video on Y outube for suggested 
videos, and I'll glance over and read the title ofthis suggested video and be immediately 
turned off, and immediately, just kind of feeling alarmed and gross, and like I'm feeding 
into the abuse in the industry. 

Emily was turned off by titles that included derogatory language for women like "sluts," 

referenced extreme sex acts and violence, or implied coercion and non-consent14 She also took 

issue with the myriad of ads that either popped up in a separate window or displayed alongside 

the video she was trying to watch, explaining "They're all for penis enhancers, or talk about, like 

"these fat moms fuck for free!" and it's gross to me because it's so obvious that they're targeting 

men, and I'm not supposed to be there. I feel like I'm on GrossMenHub.com." While anyone 

might find these features of Pornhub alienating and obnoxious, Emily had to face the added 

pressure of navigating a site full of content that might trigger her: 

Trying to find porn can kind of feel like walking a minefield. I've found some videos that 
I really like [ ... J but I've also seen things that have been upsetting and triggering, and 
that shit will come up even when I'm being extra cautious, only looking at romantic, 
vanilla videos. 

Indeed, Emily's tactic on Pornhub was to specifically search for terms like "romantic," "soft," 

and "for women," not because such terms described her fantasies, but simply because she 

expected them to yield a set of videos with less potential to trigger her. The lack of content 

warnings, in conjunction with tube site features like "up-next" videos and pop-up ads that 

14 For example, a common trope in porn involves a woman blackmailed into sex in order to pay 
off a debt or get out of trouble. Kat also pointed to the prevalence of nonconsensual "crearnpies" 
in porn she had seen, wherein a male ejaculates inside a performer's vagina despite her asking 
him not to. 
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bombard viewers with unwanted images create a sense of not being in control of one's 

experience; tube sites can thus become an unsafe space for viewers, especially those with trauma 

in their histories. Emily, for one, had stopped using Pornhub at the time of our interview, and, 

given Tumblr's porn ban, will likely have trouble finding porn she can comfortably navigate in 

the future. 

Choosing to A void Porn Altogether 

Given these problems with mainstream porn, it is no wonder that many women actively 

avoid it. Two of my participants, Barbara and Megan, had never watched porn before 15 and were 

quite content with their decision. Barbara explained that her choice to avoid porn was based on 

fears about how it might impact her: 

It was very clear to me that the porn industry wasn't made for women and is oftentimes 
very-not only violent, but like, comes down to what kind of sexuality is desired, like, 
what kind of woman do they want you to be today [ . .. J And that's something that I 
already to this day struggle with so much, trying to decipher what I truly want versus 
what is wanted of me, that I don't need other influences ofthat. I already have to fight 
seeing myself as a sexual object often. Because the issue with a lot of our culture is, 
like-okay, one of my favorite lines from some article that I read was that the issue with 
something like catcalling or street harassment in any form is not actually the words 
necessarily that are said by the person, it's the fact that in that moment, that's what you 
become. It forces you to see yourself as only that for a while. It forces you to see yourself 
through their eyes. That's something that I think I internalize already a lot, and I don't 
need another source adding onto that. 

Although Barbara had never seen porn before, she appeared to have a clear idea of the male gaze 

running through it-so much so, in fact, that she likens the way women are depicted in porn to 

the practice of street harassment. Barbara worries that, just as being catcalled forces a person to 

see themselfthe way their harasser sees them (as a sexual object), watching porn would force her 

to confront the type offemale sexuality that men want or expect from her ("what kind of woman 

15 This is not precisely accurate; Megan told me that she had once seen several animated porn 
videos involving human-animal characters, but that she had only watched them "as a joke" with 
a friend in college, and had never watched porn before for the purpose of sexual gratification. 
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do they want you to be today"). Barbara highlights how she already has difficulty discerning 

"what I truly want versus what is wanted of me," and feels that porn would only serve to further 

confuse the two in her mind. This is a fascinating point, and one that reiterates some of the 

concerns of anti-pornography feminism; what if our desires are not our own, but rather have been 

conditioned into us by male-dominated culture? Barbara continued: 

I actively work against that feeling of. . . performance. I know that I'm good at performing 
sexuality. Like, and it can be really fun. But I don't always know where that stops and 
ends in terms of whether or not that's right and whether or not that's wanted by me and 
stuff. I think it's fine for me to perform sexuality in certain contexts, but I wonder about 
if it bleeds into my personal life at times. It can be hard to tell, even, like, when I'm 
performing sexuality versus actually ... feeling. 

Barbara draws a distinction between the sexuality she performs outwardly, and the sexuality she 

"feels" within herself, but is disturbed by how blurry this distinction proves to be. Beyond 

confusion over what she genuinely feels and wants, Barbara seems to be wrestling with a moral 

dilemma of whether or not it is "right" for her to perform sexuality in certain contexts, 

mentioning her personal life (read: her private sex life) as a space in which this issue feels 

especially contentious. At the root of this, perhaps, is fear about how she herself might be 

reproducing cultural norms around female sexuality through her performance of it. 

Barbara's comments demonstrate Judith Butler's point in Excitable Speech about the 

relationship between culture and sexuality; namely, cultural discourse inevitably shapes 

sexuality, and it is impossible to divorce the two. Barbara appeared determined to uncover some 

kind of "true" sexuality within herself, one impervious to outside influence, but her efforts to do 

so only left her more confused; she was looking for something that cannot exist. Barbara's 

choice to avoid porn thus reflects a deep discomfort with how her sex life is already intertwined 

with cultural discourse and patriarchy, and a desire not to expose herself to material that might 

push her sexuality further outside of her control. 
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Megan differed from Barbara in that she did not report any fear that porn might 

negatively affect her, but simply had little interest in engaging with it. At one point in the 

interview, I asked her what would need to change in porn for her consider watching it; she 

responded, "That's a tough question, because I don't know if it's just that I'd need something 

specific to change, but more the whole genre, like, the visual aspect of internet porn is just not 

engaging to me really, and doesn't really draw me as much." In the literature review, I went into 

detail about how the idea that "women aren't visual" is a hoax; however, we can expect that 

individual women will differ in their preference for different types of erotic material, visual and 

otherwise. Megan, for one, found erotic literature far more exciting than explicit images of sex. 

Indeed, Megan's sexual awakening began in middle school, when she first read the 

Twilight series l6, and started sneaking peeks at sexy books that her mom kept (which Megan 

referred to as "mom novels"). In hindsight, Megan reflects that the way these stories were 

narrated likely played a part in her preference for them over video porn: 

I like that mom novels, and the Twilight series also, usually have the female protagonist 
narrating. The fact that it's literature means that you have to use your imagination to, like, 
conjure up imagery, and that makes it easier to imagine yourself as the protagonist. In 
porn, if I'm, like, looking at a porn star who clearly isn't me and doesn't look like me, 
then I'm gonna have a hard time feeling any stake in her experience. 

Megan stresses two key features of the erotic literature she read as a teen-its female narration 

and its imaginative quality-that encouraged her to project herself into the role of the 

protagonist. The Twilight saga boasts both a female author (Stephenie Meyer), and a female first-

person narrator (the fictional Bella Swan), and thus stands in stark contrast to the male gaze of 

16 Megan was certainly not alone in her love of TWilight; about a third of my participants brought 
it up independently, most ofthem citing the danger of a vampire-human relationship as the 
reason they found it so erotic. For example, Alice told me, "There was something so hot about 
Edward [the vampire 1 wanting really badly to literally eat her, and having to restrain himself 
because he loved her so much." 
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mainstream porn. For Megan, this distinctly female point of view allowed her to fully access the 

story, and identify deeply with Bella's character. Megan appeared to see this identification as key 

to the erotic tension she felt reading the series, doubting that she would "feel any stake" in the 

sexual experience of characters she could not readily imagine herself as. Moreover, Megan 

asserts that it would be difficult to identify with porn performers who did not resemble her; the 

visual nature of porn would strip away her ability to "conjure up" her own images and insert 

herself into them. Indeed, as I will discuss in Chapter 2, most participants took on the voyeur 

position when watching porn, meaning that they did in fact dis-identify from female characters, 

although this did not seem to dampen their experience, but rather allowed them access to a 

broader range of images and perspectives. 

Choosing to Engage with Problematic Porn 

While Megan and Barbara were both happy with their decision to steer clear of porn, the 

rest of the women I spoke to felt differently. For many of my participants, porn-watching was a 

regular activity in their lives, and an important part of their masturbation routine; despite the 

issues they saw with mainstream porn and Pornhub, many continued to engage with it. These 

participants felt they were able to consciously note the elements of videos that they were 

uncomfortable with and actively set them aside to deal with after they had finished enjoying the 

video. 

Chris, who had only recently begun perusing Pornhub at the time of our interview, drew a 

parallel between porn and mainstream media in the experience of witnessing something 

offensive during an otherwise positive viewing: 

I mean, the same thing happens all the time in TV and movies. I'll be watching Friends 
or something, and I'm loving it, and then something sexist will happen, or a racist 
comment will happen, or a stereotype is so obvious and horrible. And you put it aside 
because you're liking the rest of the TV show. That kind of experience applies to porn, 
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too, usually more often, 'cause porn has even more of the stereotypes baked into it. But 
it's totally possible to dissociate from it in my opinion. You can push something away 
and just be like "I'm not gonna deal with that right now," but it's important to keep it in 
your consciousness, like, "okay, I came to this video wanting to get off, but I should keep 
in mind that this is wrong." Not to just internalize it and think "oh, I guess this is okay, 
these stereotypes are true" or anything like that. So, keeping that critical gaze. 

Just as people watch shows like Friends, despite their countless social insensitivities, Chris 

argues that people can continue to enjoy porn whist recognizing its problematic qualities, as this 

critical gaze protects viewers from internalizing false stereotypes. The word Chris uses here, 

"dissociate," implies passivity, yet what Chris is describing is actually a very active and mindful 

distancing, in that she "pushes away" offensive messaging while still "keeping [them] in [her] 

consciousness." Indeed, Chris's comments call to mind the phrase "Don't throw the baby out 

with the bathwater;" she condemns a porn video's problematic aspects, but still recognizes that 

the video has value to her, reminding herself that she came to it "wanting to get off." 

Kat, reflecting Chris's comments on the importance of the critical gaze, found that her 

outlook on porn shifted as a result of college education: 

As a [social science] major, I definitely have gotten a lot more critical about the things 
that I start watching, or like, I'll start watching something and I'll be like, "Mmmm this is 
weird, like, I don't like that comment that you just made," or you know, little things like 
that, so it can be definitely, Uffi. .. Not troublesome, how do I explain this ... Ifeellike it 
does sort of carry a burden on it, like, "OK I'm gonna watch this, like, I might be weirded 
out, but I can sort of note that and then put it aside. It's something that I do use to relieve 
stress or just have fun by myself 

Kat echoes Chris's language of recognizing problematic instances, but then consciously "putting 

them aside." Unlike Chris, who appeared to shrug off these instances more casually, Kat 

contends that they do place a kind of burden on viewers and justifies carrying the weight of this 

burden by highlighting the positive outcome she is trying to cultivate, in "relieving stress" or 

"having fun by [her]self" 
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Lila had an especially interesting experience around this issue; raised by parents who 

discussed sex openly and often, Lila had access to a far better sex education in her youth than 

most. Her mom was surprised and concerned, therefore, when she caught Lila watching "big titty 

fuck porn" on the family computer: 

I think she was more upset because what I was looking at was, you know, really not 
tasteful; she was worried that I was being exposed to bodies that would maybe make me 
feel bad about my own body, or make me see women as objects. She was basically like, 
"Two rules: don't hurt the family computer, and don't hurt your budding sexuality by 
watching the wrong kind of video." 

Lila's mom did not offer her any further guidance as to what the "right kind" of video might look 

like, and Lila is glad for it, explaining that discovering for herself what videos worked and did 

not work for her was an important step in figuring out her own sexuality. While she now 

understands her mom's concern with the particular type of porn she was looking at, Lila 

disagrees that it was doing any harm to her: 

I can see why somebody more fragile, or with less exposure to or knowledge about 
sexuality might have been harmed by the titty fuck videos, but because I had been raised 
in a household where we were educated about these things, and had a liberal upbringing 
in a lot of other ways, I came to it with a critical mind. And, shortly thereafter, you know, 
found other types of porn that I liked better. So, I wasn't scarred for it. 

Like Kat, Lila believed that her liberal education helped her foster a critical mind, which served 

as a buffer against the potentially harmful content she engaged with. Lila thus sets herself apart 

from other, more "fragile" viewers more prone to accepting all that they see in porn. 

Lila did eventually try to seek out more socially conscious porn, but found that it simply 

did not excite her to the same extent as raunchier content. Here, she describes her initial reactions 

to Y ouporn, the first tube site she ever visited: 

First reaction: surprise, second reaction: more curiosity. And third reaction, kind of 
disappointment that a lot of the categories seemed cool, but they didn't arouse me. Like, I 
always was like, "I'm a liberal, radical person, and, like, oh, wouldn't that kink be cool in 
theory" and then I would watch it and be like " ... no." And I also love all types of races 
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and different people and body types in theory, and then watching certain types of porn I 
was like "no, it's not doing that for me." So that was kind of a third reaction that was 
interesting. 

Lila, considering herselfto be a "liberal, radical person," felt disappointed that the feminist-

oriented, racially representative videos she expected to enjoy in theory simply did not do it for 

her in practice. Instead, Lila found herself turned on by a different side of porn: 

There is a whole genre of porn that is about creepy older men doing things with people 
they shouldn't do it with; whether that's, you know, the father comes home and the 
babysitter is there, or the stepdad and the daughter. That entire genre, I think, has shaped 
some of my fantasies, I find the taboo of that really hot. [ ... J Those still aren't necessarily 
the kind of videos I would choose to be aroused by if it were up to me, but the fact is, I 
think they're hot. 

Lila underscores a crucial truth about sexual desire: it is a difficult and often inexplicable thing 

wherein what excites a person the most sometimes does not align with their social or even 

political beliefs. If it were "up to [her]," Lila would prefer to be drawn to socially conscious, 

progressive porn; however, in reality, she has little control over what actually arouses her. 

Film scholar Linda Williams affmned this very point in her landmark essay "Film 

Bodies: Gender, Genre, and Excess," in which she defined porn, along with melodrama and 

horror as "body genres," or genres offilm designed to elicit a physical response in viewers 

reflective of what the characters on screen are experiencing. Williams stresses that this physical 

response, in porn's case sexual arousal, comes ahnost reflexively and is not under the viewer's 

cognitive control (Williams 1991). Ariane Cruz, author of The Color of Kink: Black Women, 

BDSM, and Pornography, adds to William's analysis: 

This power of porn as body genre feels so at odds with the power of pornography to 
arouse the mind. That is, frequently racist, sexist, and purely offensive material can and 
will arouse the body while simultaneously seeming to quash the mind. My scholarly 
trained black feminist mind often futilely scolds my body for responding in such a 
manner (Cruz, ed. Taormino 2013, p. 222). 
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Cruz recounts a kind ofmind/body disconnect, judging her body's sexual response to porn that 

she knows to be "racist, sexist, and purely offensive." Indeed, Cruz suggests that this content 

"quashes the mind," or inflicts psychological damage on the viewer. But perhaps we should 

question the directionality of this: are viewers harmed because the content they are viewing is 

inherently harmful, or because they perceive it to be? Recall the impact of cognitive dissonance 

on porn viewers; those who believe themselves to be getting off on videos that are damaging 

(read: "racist, sexist, purely offensive") show higher levels of shame and worsened mental health 

than other viewers engaging with the same content (Willoughby et al. 2014). While our physical 

response to certain types of porn may be out of our conscious control, surely our cognitive 

interpretation of this response remains within it. A less judgmental evaluation of our arousal, or a 

reattribution of this arousal to different elements within the video (achieved through 

reinterpretation of the video itself) might allow us to divert damage to our psyches. 

Of course, I am not trying to argue that viewers should begin regarding porn as 

unproblematic; as previously discussed, participants saw their critical engagement as a crucial 

buffer against internalizing porn's damaging messages. Rather, I propose that stepping into a 

more active voyeuristic role by re-evaluating video content and one's own physiological 

response to it in a positive light might mitigate psychological harm in people who choose to 

engage with problematic porn. In what follows, I examine the cognitive techniques employed by 

Alice and Mia to do exactly this, but fIrst, let's return to the issue of porn taboos for a moment, 

in order to consider some additional questions of interest. 

Porn taboos, including Lila's favored "creepy dad" role-play are often saturated in 

gendered power dynamics and allusions of abuse, begging the question: "Can we watch sexist 

porn and still have feminist orgasms? Does it matter how we relate to our less-than-praise-
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worthy desires, or does the 'anything that gets you off principle ultimately trump everything 

else?" (Ward, ed. Taormino 2013, p. 132). Celia Daileader poses a similar query: 

'Subverting men's fantasies and using them for our own arousal is the foundation of 
every woman's under-the-bed bookshelf [according to Susie Bright], but I wonder to 
what extent our embracing these pornographic fantasies can constitute subversion, rather 
than indoctrination (Daileader 1997). 

This is indeed a difficult line to walk; was Lila practicing subversion by using taboo videos for 

her own sexual benefit-her own orgasms as a feminist woman-or should we assume that her 

interest in this taboo is evidence in and of itse If that she has unwittingly ceded to the male gaze? 

Hijacking the Male Gaze 

To clarify the difference between coopting the male gaze versus being indoctrinated into 

it, participants pointed towards the creative agency of viewers in actively reinterpreting porn 

according to their own desires. Alice's following comment, in which she describes her self-

satisfaction masturbating to porn that is clearly not intended for her, serves as a good segue into 

this discussion: 

There's something that I like about getting off on a shitty video, like, a video that's kind 
of misogynistic or just clearly made to be consumed by men. I feel like I'm infiltrating 
the boys club, or whatever, and if I come while watching it, I get this smug feeling, like, 
"yeah, I took that shitty video, and I used it-I hijacked it-for my own pleasure." 

Although she made this statement somewhat jokingly, Alice appears to envision her role as a 

porn viewer in a significant and unconventional way, as an agent in manufacturing her own 

pleasure. Her word choice connotes action; she is not passively watching a scene unfold, but 

"infiltrating," "using," and "hijacking." Indeed, the smug feeling she reports upon orgasming 

implies that she has accomplished something, namely, carving out a space for herself within an 

unwelcoming "boys club." Note the difference between Alice and Cruz in how they respond to 
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their own sexual arousal; while Cruz "futilely scolded" her body for getting turned on by 

offensive material, Alice derives pride from her ability to do the same. 

I asked Alice to elaborate on what she meant by "hijacking" a video: 

Okay, for example, a while ago I watched a gang bang video. This was a video with, I 
don't know, like 10 guys and one woman, where they were all flapping their dicks around 
her, and grabbing her and pushing each other out of the way. It was super aggressive, and 
the point of the video, like, the reason, I assume, guys watching were supposed to find it 
hot was the idea of this woman just being totally destroyed by all these dicks. But when I 
was watching, that thought wasn't what was turning me on. What I saw was this one 
woman handling all of these men, and getting all of them off, and taking all that they 
were giving her. It was hard work and frankly, like, athleticism! I was like "yes, bitch, 
work!" 

In other words, Alice hijacked the gang bang video by rewriting her own narrative of endurance 

and physical exertion over the scene's original narrative of female domination. Ifwe thus define 

indoctrination into the male gaze as necessarily accepting the anti-woman narrative that it 

imposes on porn, then Alice truly was involved in a process of subversion, imbuing the video 

with new, empowering meanings. 

Mia followed a similar process as Alice when engaging with male fantasy scenes, though 

she seemed less aware of it as a conscious strategy: 

I stumbled upon-this was on Pornhub-I stumbled upon a series of videos called, like, 
"fantasy glory hole" where women were positioned around a room with their legs in the 
air. So, there were holes in the wall and the woman's body would be half-outside the 
hole, so that her upper body and head were hidden by the wall, but her lower body would 
be fully out there, or exposed. Then a group of men would enter the room and line up and 
take turns having sex with these women. So, it's really the most extreme objectification 
you can imagine, the woman is just a sex doll, a set of holes. But, for me, there was 
something [laughs 1 appealing about the fact that-oh, so a part of the videos is that the 
camera switches between filming the room and filming the woman's face and reactions 
from the other side ofthe wall. She's just lying there enjoying herself. And to me, there's 
something appealing and regal about the idea of her just lying there not having to make 
any effort at all and people are lining up to ... fuck her. 

These "fantasy glory hole" videos revolve around the objectification and fragmentation of 

women's bodies; yet Mia completely recasts this within her own interpretation of the scene. 



Rather than viewing the women depicted as "a set of holes," Mia reimagines their sexual 

passivity as agency; in her mind, they are "regal," lying back indulgently and allowing men to 

pleasure them without having to reciprocate any effort themselves. Thus, Alice and Mia both 

read female empowerment onto two opposite states: athleticism and inactivity. 
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An outside observer glancing at Alice or Mia's browser history might well follow the 

logic of anti-pornography feminism and assume that these particular videos appeal to Alice and 

Mia because they have internalized fantasies offemale victimization. However, the meanings 

they themselves wrote onto these videos reveal just the opposite; rather than accepting the 

portrayal of female performers as dominated and objectified, Alice and Mia reimagined them as 

women exercising agency. By actively defining the scene for themselves in this way, they could 

attribute their arousal to notions offemale empowerment as opposed to subordination, 

minimizing their cognitive dissonance. Ultimately, Alice and Mia both left their respective 

viewings feeling satisfied rather than guilty and ashamed. 

Not all participants were able to use this method of reinterpretation; for many, the poor 

depiction of certain characters in porn was simply too painful and prominent for them to try and 

overwrite. The following chapters explore circumstances in which hijacking may not be possible 

for viewers, or, more specifically, how one's interlocking gender, sexual and racial identities 

limit what options are available for them in terms of engaging with mainstream porn. 
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Chapter 2: LGBTQ Participants' Reclaiming of Queer Pornographic Space 

Analyzing the choices of LGBTQ participants towards their porn highlights some of the 

moments in which active reinterpretation of video content may not be an option for viewers, as 

the offensive messages simply feel too salient to viewers' identity groups. LGBTQ participants, 

who already felt marginalized in their sexualities, were insulted at the way that porn depicted sex 

between women purely as a fantasy for straight men; rather than try to engage critically with, or 

hijack the fetishizing gaze of mainstream lesbian porn, they made alternative moves. 

This chapter focuses on one such move: the choice to avoid mainstream lesbian content 

altogether and watch gay male porn instead. LGBQ participants made space for themselves 

within a gay male viewer base by playing around with different spectator positions, making 

cross-identifications with male performers in some moments, and stepping back into a voyeur 

role in others. Through the act of this conscious positioning, LGBQ participants exercised more 

control as viewers, and skirted the issue of porn's poor representation of queer female bodies by 

simply shifting their attention onto queer male bodies. 

Later in this chapter, I explore the experiences of my two non-cis gender participants, 

Alex and Jenny, who both had more difficulty positioning themselves in relation to porn 

performers than the other women I spoke to. Alex and Jenny often felt alienated by the bodies 

and gender expressions of cis gender performers, and, as a result, often found themselves forced 

into the voyeur position. Ultimately, both Alex and Jenny did find porn that validated them in 

their gender identities, but their limited choices in spectator positioning highlight, once again, 

how the strategies that some use to engage with porn may not be available to others. 
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Girl-Girl Porn Alienates Real Lesbians 

Lesbian porn is one of the most popular categories on Pornhub, with "lesbian" cinching 

the spot as the site's most searched term in 2018 for the fourth year in a row (,,2018 Year in 

Review" 2018). But how do actual lesbians feel about it? Overwhelmingly in interviews, those 

who identified as gay (2), bisexual (4), and queer (3), identified mainstream lesbian porn as 

inauthentic and geared towards straight men. Lila (cis, bisexual) elaborates: 

Most of the lesbian porn I've seen [on Y ouporn and Redtube 1 is straight women doing 
things to each other with super long nails that looks incredibly painful and horrible, and 
isn't supposed to be kinky that way. It just isn't realistic ... for the most part, lesbian porn 
is not catering to lesbians; it may not even be women that are attracted to other women 
that are being the actresses in the video; it does not feel like it's being made for me to 
watch and get off to. It definitely feels like it's for men who like to look at women 
kissing. And even in those videos, sometimes a guy will come in, find the women, and 
then it's a threesome. 

Lila was hyperaware when viewing lesbian content from tube sites that she was not the intended 

audience, citing the implausibility of the sex acts captured (fingering with long nails, for 

example) and the random appearance of men as telltale signs that the video targeted straight male 

viewers. Other interviewees, like Alex (gender nonconforming, queer), pointed out that the 

"lesbian" performers in these videos were typically very feminine-presenting, with long hair and 

completely shaved vulvas, meant, again, to appeal to male users rather than be representative of 

actual queer bodies. 

Another clue of inauthenticity arose from the actor's over-the-top performances of 

pleasure; as Alice (cis, queer) put it, "If you actually are loud as fuck and react that way, that's 

cool, but when there's two women lightly scissoring and they're both like 'UR UR UR' the 

whole time you know that's not really rea!." Alice interpreted these exaggerated displays of 

pleasure as evidence that performers had little personal understanding of queer sex and were 

simply faking it for a male audience. 
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Pornhub itself acknowledges that lesbian videos are mainly geared towards men, with sex 

therapist Dr. Laurie Benito quoted in Pornhub's "2017 Year in Review" saying: 

Lesbians have been the #1 fantasy of men since the beginning of time. For the men that 
aren't likely to ever have a threesome with lesbians, this is an ideal way for them to live 
out their fantasy. We can't ignore women viewers though; for women that have a soft 
fantasy or curiosity, lesbian porn allows them to explore that without risk. Of course, for 
bi or lesbian women, this category is an obvious choice. "2017 Year in Review" 2018. 

Benito suggests that lesbian porn exists as a kind of alternative to more hardcore content for 

straight women, in that lesbian videos are comparatively "soft" and "without risk." While her 

point here is that porn can offer viewers the chance to fulfill fantasies that they would not enact 

in real life, the implication arises that sex without a penis is not real sex, but simply two women 

exploring their "curiosity." This ties back into the phenomenon Lila noticed of a man 

inexplicably entering a scene between two women, thus elevating it into a threesome, with 

"real," penetrative sex. Indeed, lesbian-themed videos are often framed on tube sites as "girls 

playing with each other" or "exploring" and rarely include hardcore language like "fucking" 

regularly referenced in the titles ofhetero porn (personal observation). This trivializing language 

neutralizes the queerness of the sex acts portrayed, such that sex between women in the context 

of mainstream porn does not threaten heterosexuality. Given that mainstream "lesbian" porn 

rarely reflects actual LGBQ desire, I refer to it hereafter as "girl-girl porn." 

While Benito termed lesbian porn "an obvious choice" for lesbian and bisexual women, 

none of the LGBQ women I interviewed had anything good to say about Pornhub's selection of 

girl-girl scenes, instead finding them irritating and unsexy. Iris (cis, gay) took her criticism a step 

further: "I watch lesbian porn and think 'But this isn't for me. This is insulting.'" Upon realizing 

that girl-girl porn was not "for [her]" but designed instead as a fantasy to titillate men, Iris felt 

personally insulted. This is an interesting contrast to the reports from participants in the previous 
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chapter; though those women also recognized their outsider status in that the male gaze videos 

they watched were not for them, they seemed to perceive this as being generally offensive to 

women, but did not feel directly hurt by it themselves. For Iris, being gay was a key piece of her 

identity, so seeing her sexuality represented poorly in porn hit her in a more personal way: 

Other queer people are surprised when I'm like "yeah, I don't watch lesbian porn, what's 
up?" They're like "what? That doesn't make sense." I think maybe it just comes from my 
need to feel represented in general. My skin tone and my lived experience in terms of 
sexuality typically isn't represented a lot anyway, so in a really intimate space like porn 
for me to find that ... and then when I don't, I'm just like "nah"; I find something else 
completely different. 

Iris points out that positive representation of lesbianism, particularly involving women of color, 

is lacking throughout media, but that finding fetishistic portrayals of her sexuality in an "intimate 

space" like porn feels even more painful than seeing similar misrepresentations in mainstream 

media. Rather than seek out better representations, Iris has opted to avoid girl-girl porn 

altogether. 

The reports from my LGBQ participants against girl-girl porn contradict data gathered by 

Pornhub, indicating that women on the site actually prefer girl-girl videos to all else. Somewhat 

disconcertingly, Pornhub is able to access its viewers' cookies, and use the information stored in 

them to profile viewers' demographics, including their age, location, and gender (,,2018 Year in 

Review" 2018). While this raises privacy concerns, it allows for the collection of some 

fascinating data, which Pornhub publishes annually in its "Year in Review." One of the key 

takeaways from the 2018 review was women's apparent preference for lesbianism, with their 

most popular searches being "lesbian," followed by "threesome." Ironically, given that girl-girl 

porn is so consistently marketed to the male gaze, women actually viewed the Lesbian category 

151 % more than men did in 2018 ("20 18 Year in Review" 2018). 
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Should we take this to mean that most women secretly harbor lesbian desire? Probably 

not, considering that all my participants who openly identified as gay, bisexual or queer 

expressed outright contempt for girl-girl porn on Pornhub. Two straight participants, however, 

Emily and Chris, reported that they watched it from time to time. Though my sample size is far 

too small to draw any real conclusions, we might imagine that women who identify as queer are 

more prone to taking offense to girl-girl porn's fetishization of lesbians, as well as more likely to 

pick up on its inconsistencies with real-life queer sex than straight women. As Iris emphasized, 

she disliked girl-girl porn precisely because she perceived it as insulting identity groups to which 

she belonged; for straight female viewers, this does not hit so close to home. Additionally, while 

attraction towards other women remains a plausible reason why female viewers flock to girl-girl 

videos, there are plenty of other possibilities. Perhaps women enjoy girl-girl porn because it 

includes more foreplay than hetero porn, an idea supported by the fact that cunnilingus is largely 

absent from mainstream content, leading women to view the Pornhub category "Pussy Licking" 

281 % more often than men (,,2018 Year in Review" 2018). Emily's comments in Chapter 1 raise 

another potential explanation, that women are not so much drawn towards girl-girl porn as 

pushed to it, so as to avoid the aggressive power dynamics ofhetero porn. 

Appropriating Gay Male Space 

One fact that both my participants and Pornhub can agree upon is that a surprising 

number of women, LGBQ and straight alike, enjoy gay male porn (M/M porn). Indeed, the 2017 

Review reported that 37% of visitors to Pornhub Gay17 pages were in fact women, whereas 

17 Interestingly, "gay" is not simply a category within Pornhub like "lesbian" is, but an entirely 
separate page: Pornhub Gay. Videos featuring gay male sex are thus filtered out entirely from the 
main site. 
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women only made up 26% of the main site's viewer base that same year (2018)18 Amongst my 

participants, five mentioned that they found M/M porn arousing, all of them LGBQ. While it 

makes intuitive sense that heterosexual women might be aroused by M/M porn, especially 

considering that male performers in gay porn are often significantly more fit and attractive than 

their straight porn counterparts, the fact that women who are primarily interested in other women 

would seek out porn with two men is more perplexing. Alex, who uses they/them pronouns and 

is attracted to women, offered some insight into this, elaborating on why they like M/M videos: 

I like to watch two very masculine men. That is something I find very hot. Very muscle
y, like, jock on jock. And maybe it's because I think there's some sort of erotic thing 
seeing two very masculine, jock men, who should be straight, or should be having sex 
with a woman. For some reason, it's some sort of power play which I think I enjoy. And 
I'm like, "Oh, they're in positions I don't think I would normally see men like these men 
in, especially in the context of porn." And I'm like, "this is hot. They're into each other. I 
like that." You know? It's still queer and also it's not threatening to me, because, like, 
there's no one in it who I necessarily relate to. 

Alex points to two reasons why M/M porn appeals to them; firstly, it offers a transgressive 

narrative, in this case showing butch men penetrating each other rather than fulfilling the sex 

positions they "should" be in according to norms of masculinity. Emphasizing that "it's still 

queer," Alex identifies themself alongside gay men as members of the LGBTQ community. This 

political affiliation allows Alex to broaden the scope of the "gay male gaze" into a more 

inclusive "queer gaze." Secondly, Alex terms M/M porn nonthreatening, as they do not "relate 

to" the male actors to the same extent as they would with performers who are female-bodied. 

With this, Alex suggests that a certain level of distance from performers is optimal in their 

18 Pornhub did not report any updates on the female viewer base of Porn hub Gay in their 2018 
review; however, the proportion offemale visitors to the main site rose to 29% in 2018. In 2014, 
the first year Pornhub published statistics on female viewership, the number was 23%, 
suggesting that female viewership is gradually on the rise (,,2014 Year in Review" 2015). 
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enjoyment of porn, and that seeing that these gay men have different genitals is enough to create 

such distance, even while still identifying with them across sexuality lines. 

In "Male Gays in the Female Gaze," Lucy Neville expands on Alex's points, analyzing 

the responses of275 women who indicated on a survey that they watched M/M porn. Neville 

sorts the explanations these women gave for why they enjoyed M/M porn into 9 "thematic 

areas," including those of "Queer space" and "Avoiding the sexual minefield" that Alex touched 

on. Explaining the latter, Neville writes, "As women do not feature in (most) gay male 

pornography, there is no need for the female viewer to become concerned with issues relating to 

the exploitation or objectification of women," and goes on to describe how viewers regard male 

actors as being more capable of speaking up or physically pushing their partner away in order to 

stop any undesired action (N eville 2015, p. 8). Women thus seem to worry less about the actors 

in M/M porn not only because identify less with them, but because they perceive more consent, 

an idea further heightened by "Evidence of desire/Authenticity," the fact that men have tangible 

erections and ejaculations that visually "prove" they are enjoying what is happening, whereas 

female performers could simply be "playing to the camera" (Neville 2015, p. 8). Since Neville's 

respondents felt more confident that gay porn actors were in control and genuinely aroused, they 

reported that they would go to M/M porn when they wanted to see rough sex, or sex with 

aggressive power dynamics (Neville 2015, p. 8). Neville's respondents were thus involved in a 

conscious process of assigning meanings to different bodies in porn and making their viewing 

choices accordingly. 

Intentional Positioning through Cross-Identifications and Non-Identifications 

This appropriation of gay male space was buoyed by participants' ability to cross-identify 

with performers of different sexes and sexualities than their own. For example, Lila (cis, 



bisexual) spoke of identifying with an amateur male content producer who filmed videos of 

himself masturbating while narrating his fantasies and sensations: 

There are some times where I might imagine what it's like for him-I might imagine 
what he's feeling. I don't think that I'm him, but especially if he's talking about it, I get 
caught up in what he's feeling, and I don't then picture him doing something to me or 
anything, I'm just lost in that person's experience of it. 

Lila used her imagination, encouraged by the man's vivid descriptions, to envision everything 
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that he was thinking and feeling, even though she did not have a penis and could not relate to the 

experience of masturbating with one. Lila emphasizes that she does not need to feel like she is 

present in the video in order to enjoy it; she does not pretend that she is the performer, nor does 

she "picture him doing something to [her]." Instead, she forms an identification with this man 

whilst inhabiting a distinctly outsider perspective, one of voyeurism rather than participation in 

the scene. 

At the surface, Lila's identification with a male performer seems to contradict Alex's 

point about relating less to males in porn because of their different anatomy ("[M/M porn is] not 

threatening to me, because, like, there's no one in it who I necessarily relate to"). However, Alex 

was not saying that they could not relate to the sexual pleasure of men, but simply that they did 

not see their gender or sex groups represented in M/M scenes, and thus did not connect to gay 

male performers across gender lines. 

I was particularly interested in the perspectives that women took on when watching porn 

when I began this project, and asked all participants the question, "When you're watching a 

video, what perspective do you take? Do you usually feel more aligned with one of the 

performers in the video, or are you more of a removed voyeur?" Overwhelmingly, LGBTQ 

participants responded that they took on the perspective of a voyeur, although a few pushed back 

against the idea that they were "removed," emphasizing that they could still be heavily invested 
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in the perfonners' experiences without needing to insert themselves into the scene. Tasha 

explained that, though she regularly took on the voyeur role when watching porn, she was often 

able to "phantom feel" the actions taking place in the video in her own body: 

It's not like I'm exactly visualizing myself as any of the porn people, so I would 
definitely say that I'm a voyeur to the sex taking place. But I do feel like, watching a clip, 
that I can sort of phantom feel what's taking place. So, I mean, ifI'm watching a vagina 
being penetrated, I'll be able to feel what that might feel like in my own vagina, to some 
degree. And the same goes for a penis; I can watch a blowjob [ ... ] and phantom feel 
myself what it would feel like to have my dick sucked [laughs], even though obviously I 
don't have one. 

While Lila spoke of being able to imagine what a perfonner was feeling while in the voyeur 

position, Tasha describes actually feeling these sensations within her own body. Moreover, the 

specific genitals ofthe performers do not seem to matter to Tasha's personal involvement in the 

video; she can "phantom feel" sensations even on body parts that she does not possess. 

Therefore, both Lila and Tasha felt deeply connected to perfonners, even while 

positioning themselves as voyeurs. This contradicts what we heard earlier from Megan, the non-

porn-watcher who was disinterested in porn because she believed she would feel no stake in the 

perfonners' experience unless she could not fully imagine herself in their position. Lila and 

Tasha did not see themselves as part of the scene, and yet they certainly felt stake; they point out 

that one can make identifications with and draw excitement from the things happening to 

perfonners' bodies without needing to write their own bodies into the mix. Indeed, the fact that 

these participants are not imagining their own bodies while watching porn may be precisely what 

allows them to transcend boundaries of anatomy and get off on images of sex, regardless of the 

genitalia of those involved. 

Jane Ward (the same Gender and Sexuality Studies professor who wrote about elephant 

chain porn) echoes Lila and Tasha's comments in her "Spectator's Manifesta" for healthy 
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viewing of porn. She, too, describes the way in which she relates to perfonners as a conscious, 

imaginative process rather than a fixed standard: 

I do not take my "self' as a viewer too seriously. I do not feel I need to conform to any 
expectation-on the part of marketers, my communities, or myself-about what "people 
like me," or with my body parts, should desire. I can, with some effort, practice erotic 
egolessness and/or perfonnativity by exploring the delicious potential of cross
identifications and non-identifications. In sum, I practice the art of spectatorship, 
identifying and dis identifying with the images made available to me (Ward, ed. Taonnino 
2013, p.139). 

Ward speaks of "the art of spectators hip" as a skill that she has learned to develop, "with some 

effort," that now affords her more control over her experience watching porn. Rather than 

identify exclusively with female-bodied perfonners, she practices cross-identifications (with 

perfonners of different body parts) and non-identifications (disassociating from certain 

perfonners, and/or consciously inhabiting the voyeur position). In so doing, she untethers her 

experience from the representation of any particular performer or social group in porn; she can 

jump around, trying on different perspectives for size until she finds one she feels comfortable 

in. There is agency in this, as well as a certain kind of defiance, in that this "erotic egolessness" 

allows Ward to consume videos that go against expectations as to what "people like [her] should 

desire. " 

The LGBQ participants I spoke to strike me as well versed in the art of spectatorship. 

They disliked the way they saw "lesbian" desire depicted in girl-girl porn, and chose not to 

identify with those representations, instead employing cross-identifications and voyeurism to 

gain access to M/M porn. In so doing, LGBQ participants demonstrated that they would not let 

themselves be bound to only watching videos that involved perfonners whose bodies resembled 

theirs, or who engaged in similar sex acts to them; they possessed a great deal of agency in 

deciding for themselves what they would watch and what perspective they would take. 
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Experience of Non-cis gender Participants 

Ward concedes that there is "some effort" required in mastering the art of spectatorship 

and exercising this kind of agency, but for certain viewers, there seems to be a much steeper 

learning curve. Alex (gender nonconforming) and Jenny (trans gender woman) both struggled 

more with positioning themselves in relation to porn performers than my cis gender participants; 

their experience coming to terms with their nonnormative genders made them hyperaware of the 

genitals and gender expression of porn performers, thus narrowing the perspectives available to 

them to take. 

Jenny and Alex both underscore the importance of taking on the spectator's role 

intentionally rather than being forced into that position. Alex, for one, had become fully aware of 

their attraction to women by high school, but had not yet accepted themself as gender 

nonconforming; when Alex began watching girl-girl porn at this point, they were disturbed at 

their inability to relate to the femme performers: 

Watching the kind of porn 1 was watching, 1 would say it was not as queer as the kind of 
porn 1 watch now, either, it was much more ... still felt a little more geared toward 
straightness. You know, with two very femme women, all shaven, that sort of thing. 1 
think that 1 was like, "1 find both of these women attractive, but 1 don't find myself 
feeling like any ofthem." And that created this distance that 1 didn't necessarily enjoy. 
Now when 1 watch porn 1 still take on a kind of objective, like, third-person detached 
viewer, but back then 1 felt forced into that position. So that was difficult for me, cause 1 
was like, "1 want to feel like 1 could see myself doing that as that person, but 1 just can't 
feel that, 'cause 1 just don't feel connected representationally by gender." 

Alex had clearly given significant thought to their role as a "third-person detached viewer," and 

emphasized a difference between assuming that role intentionally as they do today versus being 

forced into it in their high school years due to a lack of diverse gender presentations in porn and 

a lack of understanding of their own gender. Back then, the distance Alex felt from female 

performers was one that they "didn't necessarily enjoy," as it served as a signal to them that there 
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was something different about them-something seemingly wrong with them. Even now, this 

feeling has a certain hold over Alex; they do not watch porn with femme female performers, 

finding that they cannot get into the experience, as they get too caught up in comparing their own 

gender expression with these women's performances of femininity. While most other LGBQ 

participants similarly avoided girl-girl porn, their reasons for doing so tied back to the way they 

saw lesbian desire fetishized. For Alex, the issue at hand was instead an inability relate to girl

girl performers across gender lines. 

In the above quote, Alex asserted that they had difficulty with girl-girl porn because they 

could not "feel connected representationally by gender," and yet, we know that Alex does watch 

and enjoy M/M porn, despite not identifying as a man. Why, then, does connecting 

representationally by gender only seem to matter to Alex when the video involves females? We 

might imagine that it becomes more difficult to willfully assume a perspective towards a scene 

when one's relation to the performers therein is more ambiguous. Following this logic, Alex 

knew they were not a man and did not have a male body, so fully inhabiting the voyeur position 

while watching M/M porn was unproblematic for them. They similarly had no problem watching 

queer porn with performers whose gender presentation matched their own and who they could 

fully align themselfwith, as I will discuss shortly. It was only in the murky middle ground of 

girl-girl porn that Alex's perspective-taking became convoluted; on the one hand, they could 

readily identify with the bodies of girl-girl performers, but on the other, they felt alienated by 

these women's femme presentations. This feeling of alienation was unpleasantly salient to Alex, 

given their history of not fitting into the gender binary, and it made conscious perspective-taking 

impossible; there was no choice available besides that of a detached voyeur. Alex's agency as a 

spectator was thus more limited than that of cis gender participants. 
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While finding porn that Alex felt they could relate to was not always easy, it was worth 

it. Indeed, when Alex discovered queer Tumblr porn with performers who more closely 

embodied Alex's own gender expression, it felt greatly validating, and helped them learn ways 

they could take on differently gendered roles in sex: 

Watching strap-on videos I think had a role in my gender identity, definitely. Just sort of, 
like, "okay, I don't have to have a penis to do these things sexually. And I also don't have 
to always just be, like, my naked body." You know, like, "I don't feel just like a woman, 
and there are ways for me to have sex without taking on just the woman's role," if that 
makes sense. That was really cool. And, like, "this is helping me figure out that that's 
okay to feel, and these are the ways that I can kind of enact that feeling, sexually, 
specifically. " 

Realizing that they did not have to accept the "woman's role" of being penetrated during sex just 

because they had a vagina, queer porn got Alex thinking critically about how different sex acts 

become gendered, and the possibility of using sex toys to further explore and embody gender 

nonconformativity. 

Jenny (trans, gay) felt similarly to Alex that porn initially forced her into an unwanted 

position as a viewer. Raised as a boy, Jenny's early experiences with porn involved straining to 

identify with the male performers: 

I had a very different relationship with porn growing up because I would try to envision 
myself as different parts ofthe performance when I did, but usually I would just end up 
envisioning myself as an observer. [ ... J I think it was weird for me because I felt like, as I 
think a lot oftrans women will say, part of their trans experience is feeling very much 
pressured to try really hard to perform their assigned gender. So, I used porn as a way to 
learn about what being a man is supposed to be about. And then, I have some toxic 
friends who were like "yeah, this is how you become a man!" and I was like "I can kind 
of do this, I guess," but felt increasingly alienated by it. Then, when I starting considering 
that I might be trans, the only understanding that I had oftrans people being sexual was 
the "she-male" porn that I saw on websites, so I felt very uncomfortable. 

Jenny struggled with her positionality in porn, finding that she, like Alex, consistently felt 

pushed into a voyeur position despite actively trying to envision herself as the male performer. 

Indeed, Jenny's early experience with porn had little to do with her own pleasure, instead serving 
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as a sort of training ground in which Jenny tried exhaustingly to conform to her assigned sex. 

Later, as she came to understand herself as a trans woman attracted to other women, Jenny was 

horrified by the representation of "she-males"19 on Pornhub; these videos were extremely 

fetishizing and implied that women like her could only be perceived by others as sexy in the 

context of exploitation. 

Jenny had no better luck with lesbian porn, finding that videos with cis gender women 

"tap into a whole lot of feelings I have with gender dysphoria." Where Lila and Tasha were able 

to transcend sex/gender boundaries and form identifications with performers regardless of their 

bodies, Jenny found it too painful to relate to cis gender women in porn; their bodies constantly 

reminded her of her dissatisfaction with her own. Nor could Jenny remove herself enough to 

occupy the voyeur position, as again, looking at naked female bodies exacerbated her dysphoria. 

Gender dysphoria may thus be a barrier to forming cross-identifications with porn performers 

and/or comfortably acting as a voyeur, curbing one's agency as a spectator. 

Jenny did find ways to bypass gender dysphoria within porn, most notably through her 

use of audio erotica. This was a genre of independently produced porn with no visuals; a 

performer would record themself moaning and narrating one half of a dirty talk dialogue, leaving 

Dora the Explorer-esque pauses for the listener to "respond." With audio erotica, Jenny could 

get her sexual fix without having to look at any bodies that might provoke anxieties about her 

19 Pornhub has since deleted the "She-Male" category, and replaced it with the categories "Trans 
Male," "Trans with Girl," Trans with Guy," and "Transgender." While it is certainly a step in the 
right direction that categories no longer contain slurs for trans gender people, these new 
categories are only marginally less problematic. For one, they offer extremely limited 
representation of the range of trans bodies; "trans" appears to refer exclusively to male-to-female 
(MTF) performers with penises in all but the first category, which also includes videos of FTM 
performers. Additionally, the sex roles of MTF performers are predetermined: in "Trans with 
Girl," the MTF performer always penetrates a cis gender female, while in "Trans with Guy," the 
MTF performer is always penetrated by a cisgender male. (personal observations I gathered on 
Pornhub). 
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own. Additionally, Jenny liked that audio erotica felt like a private exchange between her and the 

person who had recorded their voice, creating a sense of intimacy and involvement that she 

found to be lacking in video porn. 

While audio erotica allowed Jenny to avoid confronting gender dysphoria, it was only 

when she began to experiment with independent porn that Jenny found content that truly 

validated her in her gender identity: 

I started understanding trans people from having trans friends and following people on 
Tumblr, so I understood more about the experience, and understood my experience a 
little better. At that point I was starting to realize from independent trans [porn] producers 
that trans people can be sexy in a way that isn't just fetishistic. Like, we're not sexy 
because we're novelty, we're sexy because we are. And it can be a normal part of life, 
which I found very comforting. 

Importantly, Jenny highlights that educating herself about trans people was a crucial step in 

learning to understand her sexuality. Had Jenny not immersed herself in trans communities on-

and omine, she might never have learned about independent trans porn; indeed, Jenny took most 

of her porn recommendations, including the site she used for audio erotica, from a Subreddit for 

queer-identifying people. In all likelihood, trans women without similar networks have more 

difficulty finding representation of themselves in porn outside of the mainstream, and may then 

be more prone to buying into mainstream porn's trans gender stereotypes. 

Jenny found she could align herself with trans performers in independent porn when they 

were portrayed as regular people instead of "novelty." In fact, it was affirming for her to see that 

trans women could be sexy "because [they] are," and not just because some people had a fetish 

for them. By the time Jenny got into independent porn, she had already involved herself deeply 

in trans culture, so she probably already knew this to be true on a rational level; nevertheless, 

actually witnessing this via porn was a different matter entirely, and turned out to be hugely 

comforting. 
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Jenny and Alex's experiences demonstrate why it is so important that there be positive 

representation of trans and gender nonconforming people within porn. Those who have struggled 

with their gender identities seem to be more constrained in their options as spectators; they may 

be too focused on comparing their bodies and gender expressions to the performers in porn to 

make the conscious cross- and non-identifications that gave cis gender participants more control 

over their experience. Moreover, videos in which trans and nonconforming performers are 

depicted as regular, sexy people have enormous value to viewers like Jenny and Alex, both 

affirming them in their identities and helping them get off 
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Chapter 3: Reading Race in Porn 

While porn cannot be blamed for creating racism in society, it remains an undeniably 

racist industry that likely contributes to viewers forming narrow ideas about the sexuality of 

people of color. The setup of mainstream tube sites is especially ripe for racism, in its reliance on 

categorization based on performer's ethnicity, and its financial motivation to produce fantasies 

inspired by racial taboo. The women of color I spoke with felt disturbed seeing performers, 

particularly performers of their own racial groups who they identified more readily with, reduced 

to stereotypes. Having dealt with racism in their own lives, these images were simply too painful 

to deal with, and made a person's race another limiting factor in the strategies available to them 

for engaging with porn. Of my participants of color, all but one opted for the strategies of 

avoiding racist porn altogether and searching for porn that depicted performers of color more 

positively. The one exception to this trend was Iris, who spoke of watching heavily stereotyped 

interracial porn; Iris used the third strategy of hijacking to reinterpret the narrative of these 

videos into one of a black takeover of power. 

Racism in the Porn Industry 

While racism remains pervasive throughout the U.S., most industries are subject to anti

discrimination laws; pornography, being unregulated, is thus the only multi-billion dollar 

industry wherein flagrantly racist hiring and pay policies are practiced openly. For example, it is 

perfectly acceptable to hire a person based solely off their race, and performers of color are often 

typecast in certain roles, requiring them to enact stereotypes based on their ethnicity (e.g. East 

Asian women in submissive roles, like giving massages; Freeman 2018). Pay structures similarly 

disadvantage performers of color, with black women typically earning half to three-quarters what 

white women make for a scene (Freeman 2018). Additionally, white women are paid more for 
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scenes with black men, reflecting the attitude that they are debasing themselves by having sex 

with black actors and deserve further compensation. The amount an actress gets paid per scene is 

decided based on how "extreme" the scene is, with acts considered the most taboo or potentially 

harmful offering to the biggest paycheck. White women are paid more to perform in interracial 

scenes (in the world of porn, "interracial" always refers to sex between black men and white 

women) than anal or even double penetration scenes (Freeman 2018). Commenting on this, black 

male performer Lexington Steele said: 

It's just an element of American culture that still exists, and that is the feeling that a white 
female will be deflowered or soiled, if you will, by doing a scene with a black male. [ ... J 
Quite honestly, adult media is the only major business that allows for the practice of 
exclusion based upon race ("Is the Porn Industry Racist?" 2013). 

Society's stigmatization of porn is exactly what gives it this free pass on racism: since it is not 

seen as a legitimate workplace, nobody is stepping in to enforce non-discrimination laws or 

demand better representation of minorities. 

The Racial Taboo 

As Steele alludes to, racism is not a phenomenon created by porn, but rather an existing 

element of American culture that porn capitalizes upon. The unfortunate fact is that racist porn 

sells, a fact porn producers are quick to point to whenever their tactics are questioned (Freeman 

2018). My participant Iris (black) explained: 

There are clear patterns or stereotypes attributed to black men in popular culture, talking 
about their penis size, using animalistic vocabulary to describe their bodies or their 
violence or their strength. Specifically about light skinned East Asian women, there are 
all these stereotypes about Asian fragility and submissiveness. These ideas about racial 
groups were created in the context of the US, the colonization of the US, and they have 
stayed in people's minds, and fester and become these fantasies. Porn isn't inventing that, 
but it capitalizes on that. 

Iris contextualizes racial tropes in porn, tracing how a history of colonization has led people to 

develop fantasies surrounding certain racial groups. She uses the word "fantasies" both in the 
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sense that these ideas (e.g. Asian fragility) are not rooted in reality, but also to inflect that they 

have taken on a distinctively sexual nature. 

Why do people find racial stereotypes so erotic? The answer appears to lie in the 

sexualization of taboos. Mark Potok, an expert on hate groups, sheds some light on this, 

highlighting the connection between racial taboo and sex: 

Racism has so much to do with sex, and always has. The first era [Ku Klux] Klan was 
absolutely obsessed with fear of white women being violated by black men. [ ... ] It is 
remarkable how attractive to certain people what looks forbidden is. It is mind-blowing 
how often we discover the Klan leader with the black transvestite or the neo-Nazi leader 
with the black girlfriend. It happens very frequently20 ("Is the Porn Industry Racist?" 
2013). 

While the vast majority of Americans do not endorse the views ofthe KKK or neo-Nazis, the 

racial fears these hate groups organize around have persisted to an alarming degree in popular 

culture, and with racial fears being so inextricably tied to sex, it is no wonder that racist porn 

sells. 

Iris furthers this discussion, suggesting that porn, as the ultimate site of taboo, functions 

as a place where people can avail themselves of the racial fears that they repress in other sectors 

oftheir lives or even refuse to recognize consciously: 

I think that because porn is such a taboo site of revealing our deepest wants and fears, 
part of what happens in consciously taking steps to reveal what you want the most, 
naturally what happens is also revealing what society has done to you to make you want a 
certain thing the most. And when we live in a completely racialized society, stereotypes 
of black people, for example, make a lot of people subconsciously really want the black 
body. And it's only acceptable in a place of taboo to capitalize on that want. So, I 
struggle to find porn with nonwhite people that doesn't create a context of racial 
fetishization or dominance in it. I think racial representation on Pornhub is inherently 
saturated in racial taboo and fetishization. 

20 See Potok's article "Sex, Lies and White Supremacy" for a fuller accounting of sex scandals 
members of the radical right have been caught in: https:llwww.spicenter.org/fighting
hatelintelligence-report/20 lS/sex-lies-and-white-supremacy 
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Again, Iris posits porn not as a causal factor, or one that manufactures desires in people they did 

not previously have, but rather as a capitalist response to a racist society that takes advantage of 

people's conditioned biases, igniting desires that previously lay dormant or existed only at a 

subconscious level. Her statement "it's only acceptable in a place of taboo to capitalize on that 

want" alludes to the superficial political correctness of our social climate; while in public people 

actively disguise their racism, this racism does not cease to exist, and they can let it fully hang 

loose in sites of social stigma like porn. Further, Iris asserts that Pornhub is "inherently saturated 

in racial taboo and fetishization," expressing doubt as to whether it is even possible to do race 

well21 within a capitalist and racist system. While perhaps alternative porn could offer 

performers of color better roles and working conditions, there is no reason for mainstream sites 

to change their tactics so long as racism remains lucrative. 

Pornhub's System of Racial Categorization 

Iris's assertion that racism is inherent to Pornhub has merit; even its basic organizational 

structure encourages racial stereotypes and segregation. Since they can host hundreds of 

thousands of videos at anyone time, a defining feature of tube sites is categories, designed to 

help viewers more easily navigate to the types of videos they prefer. On Pornhub, viewers can 

choose from a growing list of95 categories, describing everything from specific sex acts (e.g. 

"Anal"; "Fisting"), different kinks and role-plays ("Bondage"; "Step Fantasies"22) to the age, 

race, and body type of the performers. While categories can serve as useful tools, allowing 

people to sift through an overwhehning quantity of videos, they also inevitably segregate and 

21 By "do race well," I mean produce videos that positively represent of people of color beyond 
their stereotypical sex roles, in safe workplace free of discriminatory practices. 
22 "Step Fantasies" refers to the increasingly popular trend of incest role-plays. See "Incest is the 
Fastest, Growing Trend in Porn. Wait, What?" 
https: / Iwww.es guire.com/lifestyle/sex/a18194469!incest-porn-trend/ or Amber Morczek's 
"Eroticizing Intrafamilial Sexual Violence" for a closer look at the incest taboo in porn. 
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fetishize groups of people. There are 13 categories relating to ethnicity; videos involving an actor 

of color are tagged with keywords such as "ebony" or "Arab" thus linking those videos to the 

corresponding categories (Pornhub.com, 13 ethnicity-defined categories as of 1126/19). While 

categories like "blonde" or "red head" usually connote that the actress is white, there is notably 

no explicit "white"/"Caucasian" category. The titles of videos also tend to explicitly mention 

nonwhite actors' ethnicities in an exploitative way23 

Alex (white, gender nonconforming), described what it is to look for porn within this 

setup of racial categorization: 

I mean, I think it's like ... ifI'm going on Pornhub for gay sex, it's all categorized. It's like, 
if you wanna watch two black men fuck, you can do that. And then you can watch the 
two jock white men fuck if you wanna watch that. But you have to be actively seeking 
out different racial representations, or else you'll just see white people. It puts me in this 
weird position, because I don't feel great just watching, like, only white guys fucking, but 
then if you search for, like, "two black men", suddenly all your recommended videos on 
the homepage are, like, "huge black cock destruction" and now you're fetishizing black 
gay men and you have to clear your cookies. [ ... J Categorization is great for helping you 
find something specific that you know you want to find, but there's no way around how 
racially weird it is. 

Alex points out how the category system makes it such that sex between white actors is the only 

thing viewers will come across unless they explicitly search for different races. This has the 

effect of solidifying whiteness as the norm and further exoticizing people of color. Alex also 

describes, somewhat humorously, the downside ofPornhub's recommended videos feature; a 

search made out of curiosity or, as in Alex's case, a desire to see more diverse couplings, can 

lead Pornhub to suggest videos with more explicitly racist themes, leading the viewer down a 

sort of rabbit hole of fetishization. 

23 This is not limited to tube site videos, but extends into the world of mainstream pornographic 
films. For example, the film Black Loads M after by production studio Blacks on Blondes won 
the 2016 Adult Video News award for "clever title" (Freeman 2018). 
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White Participants and Racist Porn 

Alex was the only white participant who described actively seeking out diverse racial 

representation in their porn. All white participants were aware of racism in porn, but spoke about 

it in somewhat abstract terms, focusing on what they imagined its effect might be on people of 

color rather than their own personal reactions to it. For example, Alice (white) told me: 

Porn seems to be just white as the norm, and black and brown people only seem to only 
be in it when the whole video is about their race. I think this could leave certain people 
with certain expectations or assumptions about a certain race and how they have sex. [ ... ] 
And I'm white, so I have no idea how it would affect people of color to know that that's 
there and that's a thing that goes on. But I wouldn't imagine it's awesome or fair or feels 
good. I would assume it's not ... good. 

Alice, albeit concerned about how racist porn might perpetuate harm against black and brown 

people, did not seem to have much personal stake in the issue. She simply avoided racist porn, 

sticking to videos involving white performers. Of course, in so doing, she only exacerbates the 

issue of whiteness as "the norm." 

Sexuality Reduced to Racial Stereotypes: The Effect of Seeing One's Own Race 
Represented Poorly 

Three participants of color, Trish (black), Zoe (Latina/mestiza) and Jenny (Asian), 

disturbed by the way they saw women oftheir own race portrayed in mainstream porn, chose to 

avoid it altogether. Kat (black) described porn's stereotype of black women with the following: 

Black women aren't represented, I feel like at all, in terms of numbers. And if they are, I 
feel like it's fetishized, whether that's like the Jezebel character or the BBW, like, a bigger 
woman. [ ... ] The Jezebel is a caricature from blackface, so she represents somebody 
that's more sexualized, a black body that's more sexualized. If you think of, like, Nicki 
Minaj, even Cardi B, like, black women that are at the forefront ofthe hip hop and rap 
movement. They often have a distinct body type, like, big booties, and they're presented 
as loud and sexually aggressive. Often, I think, when they're paired with white men, the 
scene becomes about the white man taking her down and showing dominance. 

While Kat eventually found better videos on Pornhub that do not play into racial tropes, they 

were enough to turn Trish off of porn entirely. She told me: 
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I think I strayed away from black women in porn, mostly because I didn't want to see any 
of myself replicated in that [ ... ] I didn't want to be in that situation or see women I 
identify with being put into that role. I was uncomfortable with my body and the entire 
industry at that point, and I don't think it was good for me to keep watching ... it wasn't 
enjoyable for me-it definitely wasn't a turn on for me-to see myself in that situation. 

Trish, indicating that she identifies strongly with black actresses, found it too painful to see these 

women enacting racial stereotypes or put into exploitative situations. It hit so close to home for 

her that she actually pictured herself in their position, and ended up feeling like an unwilling 

participant in the videos she watched. Trish did not have the same control over her spectator 

position as some of my LGBQ participants; she identified too deeply with black female 

performers to switch into any different perspective. Even if she was able to do so, learning to 

disassociate from black women may well have done more harm to her than good. Trish reveals 

that watching racist porn left her feeling uncomfortable with her body, and states, "I don't think 

it was good for me to keep watching," implying that racist porn might have damaged her more 

deeply had she continued to engage. Indeed, Trish did not just swear off of racist porn, but 

stopped watching porn entirely. 

Zoe was more explicit about the potential harm of racial stereotyping in porn; namely, 

that viewers of color would come to internalize narrow ideas about their sexuality. Describing 

how she gradually became aware of stereotypes against Latina women ingrained in porn, Zoe 

revealed: 

I mean, when I first started watching porn I didn't really think about it. And then 
eventually I realized, like, once I started seeing those weirder-or not weirder, but more 
specific videos that were, like, naming people's races in the title of the video-that's 
when I kind of started thinking about it, and it made me really uncomfortable. And I think 
that it's definitely possible that people who aren't white would feel like they aren't sexy, 
or that the only thing that's sexy about them could be their race. I definitely feel like, as 
someone that is Latina, there's definitely-the only time that I see Latina women in porn 
is when the whole video revolves around the fact that they're Latina. It's usually making 
fun ofthem, or playing into some stereotype. Like, "Latina maid does this" or literally 
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"Mexican woman gets caught at the border." Which just makes me feel really ... like not a 
person. 

Zoe felt dehumanized seeing other Latina women stripped down in this way, and worried that 

Latina viewers repeatedly presented with these images would come to believe that "the only 

thing that's sexy about them [is 1 their race." Indeed, when videos repeatedly stress the fact that 

the actress is Latina in their titles or by typecasting her in offensive roles, they reduce that 

woman's sexuality to her ethnicity, ignoring everything else that makes her a sexual person. 

Recognizing this content as destructive, Zoe massively cut down on her porn intake; she now 

only watches porn about once every other month, and avoids racist porn altogether. 

Zoe and Trish's disgust with racist porn thus seemed to broaden into a general disgust for 

the entire industry; whereas LGBTQ viewers who did not like the way they saw their sexuality 

depicted in girl-girl porn simply switched over to M/M porn, a similar solution of only watching 

videos of white performers was less appealing for participants of color. Zoe explained: 

I want to see positive representation of Latinas in porn, I don't want to just be watching 
videos of white people all the time. That's already pretty much the way it is in 
mainstream culture and TV, so why am I going to reinforce that in the porn I watch on 
my own, also? 

Zoe echoes Alice's earlier comment about the norm of whiteness in porn; unless the video fully 

revolves around racial stereotypes and taboos, one can assume that performers will be white. 

Unlike Alice, however, Zoe appears concerned with how she herself might be "reinforcing" this 

norm by watching exclusively white porn, hence her infrequency engaging with it. 

Jenny was similarly disturbed by the racist portrayal of Asian women in mainstream 

porn, although this did not turn her off of all porn to the same extent as it for did Zoe and Trish. 

Jenny told me: 

Asian women feature frequently, but they're always, always, always fetishized. It's like 
"Hot Asian babe is submissive and kinky!" or whatever. And their race always makes a 
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salient aspect of their sexuality. When I was younger I almost bought into it. Like, there 
was something special about our people because we were sexy or something. As I got 
older, I felt very, very grossed out by this and Ijust stopped watching [racist porn]. 

Jenny herself had "almost bought into" the message that Asian women were sexy in a certain, 

stereotypical way, through watching porn with submissive Asian performers. She points out that 

she was more vulnerable to this when she was younger and presumably less educated on racial 

issues. Now that she recognizes the sexual stereotypes of Asian women for what they are, Jenny 

has a visceral reaction of being "grossed out" by them and wanting to distance herself as much as 

possible. 

Participants of color like Trish, Zoe, and Jenny were not only offended by racist porn, but 

believed that it would do harm to them to try and engage with it in any way. Interestingly, then, 

while the women I spoke to largely felt able to watch porn with sexist themes from a critical 

stance without harming themselves, something apparently different was at play here for women 

of color. Indeed, nonwhite participants identified more deeply with performers of their own 

racial groups, and found it more upsetting when these performers were reduced to stereotypes; 

there was no way to set aside the racist elements ofthese videos to enjoy the sex when the 

emotional stakes for the viewer were so high, and so, there was no strategy available in this 

situation other than avoidance. 

Porn as Continuation of Racial Stereotypes 

Participants not only worried about what effect racist porn might have on themselves and 

other women of color, but additionally how it might miseducate white viewers, particularly their 

white partners. Iris explains the mechanism behind this miseducation: 

If you think that all black men have large penises, and then you see a video where that is 
described, depicted, and therefore verified, you're gonna confirm that in your mind. And 
it's going to be harder to unlearn. Racial stereotypes have a dangerous potential to 



confinn the same stereotypes that our society is trying to say "wait, this isn't true!" 
Someone would respond "well, I saw that on Pornhub last night, so it is true ... " 

Iris is talking about confirmation bias, a psychological phenomenon wherein people are more 

likely to seek out, favor, and remember infonnation that supports their existing beliefs, while 
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disregarding any infonnation that challenges their preconceptions. Thus, when mainstream porn 

lends further support to existing racial stereotypes, as it overwhelmingly does, viewers are likely 

to accept these stereotypes as fact and expect people of color to perform sexuality according to 

their race. 

Indeed, Kat and Trish both felt strongly that porn had influenced several of their sexual 

partners to view them in a distinctly racialized way. Kat revealed: 

I've definitely had weird experiences, especially in Mexico when I was living there, with 
men fetishizing me and definitely like, shooting-not necessarily shooting straight up 
porn titles, but you could tell that that's what they were thinking. 

Kat felt that the way porn titles are often framed around race had bled over into her actual sex 

life, with her partners obsessing over her blackness. Trish described similar experiences with 

men, telling me: 

I feel like the excitement that's supposed to come from sex should come from the 
intimacy I have with the person and not from me, like, twerking on them or doing 
whatever people think black women do. Which is why I'm perfectly fine not having sex, 
but people will still want to have sex with me. And when I consent, if I do consent, and 
it's not grandiose like you expected because you based it off of the way that I appear and 
how women like me act in porn, then it's like ... you know, I end up feeling bad, but it's 
also not my fault. 

Trish sensed that her partners were disappointed when she did not behave according to their 

assumptions about black sexuality, and blamed porn for giving them these false expectations. 

Porn that Does Race Well 

Kat and Jenny, determined to seek out porn with positive representation of women of 

color, were both able to find porn they felt did race well, simply by employing diverse actors and 
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not making a big deal out of their race in the videos. For instance, Kat's favorite porn actor 

Manuel Ferrara (a white Frenchman) regularly produces scenes with actresses of color, without 

making constant reference to their racial difference in the scene: 

A lot of white men that end up having sex with women of color will, like, say something 
about their race or ethnicity within the act, and I haven't seen a video with Manuel 
Ferrara where he actively says something, like, "Oh I'm so glad to be with a black 
woman," you know what I mean?24 

Kat highlights how easy it not to fetishize women of color; just treat them like any other sexual 

partner and do not bring up their race in the bedroom. She also spoke to preferring amateur porn 

on Pornhub over videos released by production companies, finding the former to offer better and 

more nuanced representation of black sexuality: 

The thing I've found with black people having sex, I would rather see a home video than 
actual directed videos, when it comes to watching black people or people of color having 
sex. I feel like they're more authentic in that they're, like, human and they're not 
fetishizing, like, "Oh, we're black people having sex, so it's gonna be completely different 
from you having sex." Yeah, I just feel like it normalizes it, and takes into account that, 
you know, people are actual human beings and not a box of stereotypes. 

According to Kat, amateur porn offers the best representation of people of color, likely because 

the amateur performers can conduct themselves as they like, rather than be forced into "a box of 

stereotypes" to appease a white director. Of course, this is not to say that racial conditioning 

disappears in people's real-life bedrooms, or that everyone has access to a home setting wherein 

24 Racialized language and even slurs are commonplace in porn dialogue, and unfortunately do 
not always reflect the consent of the performers involved. In July 2018, Black male performer 
Moe Johnson filed a lawsuit against his production company (aptly named Dogfart Productions) 
after a white female co-star called him the N -word repeatedly during sex, despite him explicitly 
asking to not have hate speech used against him in pre-negotiations for the scene. Dogfart 
Productions told Johnson they would edit out all instances of the slur in the final cut ofthe video, 
but released it without doing so. See Aurora Snow's article "The Rise of Racist Porn" in The 
Daily Beast for more information (https:llwww.thedailybeast.com/the-rise-of-racist
porn?ref~scroll). 
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they can act freely. Still, the fact that amateur videos are less commercialized than porn filmed 

by production companies gives performers more control over how to present themselves. 

Jenny, searching the same Reddit networks she had used to find independent trans porn, 

similarly located independent porn with positive racial representation: 

I've seen some pornography where race is done well, but it's usually independent stuff 
You can do race well simply by not making a big deal out of it. Just, like, "this is a scene 
with two women. There's a black woman and a white woman", but not making a big deal 
out of the fact that one ofthem is black in the title of the video, and not making them 
perform certain roles necessarily just based on the color of their skin. 

Both Jenny and Kat, then, only had to do little digging to find porn that did race well, simply by 

not forcing performers into predetermined roles or harping on their race constantly within the 

video and its marketing. Interestingly, neither of them spoke of this as particularly empowering 

or fulfilling; their lives were not changed when they saw performers of color portrayed 

respectfully, rather, this was the minimum they needed to engage with a video involving a 

nonwhite person. 

Consciously Engaging with Racialized Porn 

While most participants of color were thus resigned to the strategies of avoiding and 

searching in relation to racist porn, Iris continued to consume porn that she identified as racially 

problematic, expressing that she not only found it hot, but saw in it the potential for black 

empowerment. She was referring to scenes in the interracial category, where black men dominate 

white women: 

The white woman, or the person who represents dominant racial power is facing 
subordination. That person is being defeated, or not necessarily defeated, but the role is 
being reversed on that person. So along the lines of gender, that's kind offucked up, 
because men reflect that relationship with women, and have always reflected that 
relationship with women, putting them in a position of subdominance and doing some 
fucked up shit. But along the lines of race, it's an interesting reversal of power that, for 
black viewers, at least for me, is reflective of a larger call to black empowerment; it's 
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reflective of these greater movements to shut down these white women who get recorded 
doing racist shit; it's a takeover of power. 

Iris, fully cognizant of the themes offemale subordination as well as the harm of aggressive 

black masculinity, still found pleasure in the role reversal of interracial videos. She makes a good 

point; in a society where whiteness is tied to dominance, porn in which a black person assumes 

the dominant role over a submissive white person is indeed transgressive. Thus, Iris rewrites the 

narrative of interracial porn from one centered around stereotypes of black 

hypermasculinity/female submission to one celebrating the upheaval of racial power. Her 

reinterpretation recalls to mind the techniques of Alice and Mia, described in Chapter 1, who 

rewrote the narratives of gang bang and fantasy glory hole scenes. If Alice and Mia were 

hijacking the male gaze by projecting their own feminist meanings onto decidedly not-feminist 

porn, then here Iris has hijacked the fetishizing white gaze, imbuing it with her own, racially 

. . 
progressive meamngs. 

In her hijacking, Iris appears to prioritize her identity as a black person over her identity 

as a woman. She reflects on how interracial videos are "kind offucked up" along the lines of 

gender, in that they show women being dominated, an image that reproduces existing norms of 

male power/female submission. It is only by emphasizing her blackness that Iris aligns herself 

with the black male performer and looks past problematic gender dynamics to make her 

reinterpretation. 

The language Iris uses to explain her interest in interracial porn makes it clear that she 

engages with porn not only from a sexual standpoint, but from a political and personally 

reflective one as well: 

In my unique position, being raised in a family where I have a white parent and a black 
parent, all of my black uncles and aunts and family members are married to white people. 
And I'm also in a relationship with a white person. Interracial porn for me isn't just about 



mindlessly getting off or mindlessly absorbing all the fucked up stereotypes; it's a very 
interesting category and way to reflect on my own socialization. 

Iris uses porn as a platform to consciously reflect on racially charged relationships in her own 
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life, pushing back against the notion that consuming porn that stereotypes other black people will 

lead her to "mindlessly absorb" those stereotypes. Instead, she maintains a critical perspective 

towards porn even while using it for sexual gratification. 

So, why was Iris able to use the hijacking strategy with racist porn while the rest of my 

participants were not? I can think of two possibilities. Firstly, while Iris identified with the black 

male in interracial porn as a fellow black person, she did not identify with him across gender 

lines. Kat, Trish, Zoe, and Jenny were all primarily concerned with how women of color were 

represented in porn, finding themselves uncomfortably aligned with the female performers who 

shared their skin tone; this deeply felt identification bound them to the female performers and 

made them painfully tuned in to all the issues with how these women were treated and portrayed, 

at a personal level. Iris had a bit more separation from black male performers, and could thus 

look at interracial scenes from a more imaginative, analytical angle. Secondly, Iris had more 

education and activism experience around race than the rest of my participants, which may well 

have given her the tools needed to rethink porn's race relations in this more nuanced way. 

One's racial identity clearly had an impact on the way they related to porn as a viewer, in 

most cases limiting the options available to participants of color by making it more difficult to 

willfully shift perspectives and hijack narratives. Nevertheless, Iris demonstrates that these 

strategies may still be achievable for educated viewers, if they can separate themselves 

somewhat from the stereotyped performers across gender lines. 



Conclusion 

The problems of mainstream porn are undeniable, and yet participants showed 

remarkable resilience, agency, and creativity in engaging with it. Indeed, many had developed 

positive relationships with mainstream porn despite recognizing themselves as outsiders to it, 

consistently echoing the idea that they could tell the material they watched was not "for them." 
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Being an outsider to mainstream porn certainly problematizes porn-watching for women; 

however, what if we reinterpreted outsider status as an asset rather than a disadvantage? 

Consider the analogy of an anthropologist studying a foreign culture: by nature of being an 

outsider, the anthropologist is better suited to recognizing and analyzing interesting cultural 

practices than members of the in-group, to whom these practices are familiar and normalized. 

Similarly, we might think of male viewers as members of porn's in-group; because porn appeals 

to the male gaze and includes frequent POV shots from the male perspective, men are more 

likely to imagine themselves as actors in the scene, potentially getting caught up in the fantasy 

and losing sight of its problematic themes. Additionally, men may be less sensitive to sexist 

dynamics in porn simply because they are less disadvantaged by sexism. On the other hand, as 

members of the out-group, outsider status might push women into a more active, analytical role 

as viewers, encouraging them to think critically and tread carefully. I am not trying to argue that 

women are immune to learning negative ideas and behavior from porn, but simply that their 

unique position in relation to porn may lead them to engage with it more mindfully, and that 

active, mindful engagement is key to a healthy relationship with any kind of media. 

Let's recall some of the more mindful strategies that participants employed in their porn

watching. Chris, Kat, and Lila all took on a critical perspective toward porn with sexist 

dynamics, recognizing the elements of videos that did not align with their values, and choosing 
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to set these aside to deal once they were done masturbating. Alice, Mia, and Iris used the strategy 

of hijacking to reimagine porn scenes, inserting their own narratives offemale and black 

empowerment. Finally, Lila, Tasha, and several other LGBQ participants who I did not mention 

by name practiced conscious spectator positioning, playing around with their perspective and the 

degree to which they aligned themselves with different performers. These three strategies 

demonstrate the remarkable agency that certain participants were able to harness in order to exert 

more control over their experiences with porn; they suggest that, just like fantasizing without use 

of a visual aid is an active, imaginative process, porn watching can be as well. 

Unfortunately, the same level of agency was not available to all, and participants who 

were marginalized in their sexual and/or racial identities appeared to have fewer strategies at 

their disposal. LGBTQ participants, for example, could not bring themselves to engage with girl

girl porn, seeing it as an insult to their community. Alex and Jenny found that they had limited 

choices in their spectator positioning, as they were frequently unable to relate to performers on 

the basis of sexual anatomy and gender expression. Trish, Zoe, Jenny, and Kat had no means to 

engage with racist porn, because it pained them to see women they identified with reduced to 

stereotypes. Therefore, while outsider status appears to be helpful to women in fostering mindful 

engagement with porn, this works only to a certain extent; participants who were multiply 

marginalized often had just two choices in relation to mainstream porn: avoid it and seek out 

something better. Clearly, then, there is a need for more porn to be made with positive queer and 

racial representation, and for pornographers who are currently working on this to prioritize 

getting their content out to young viewers, many of whom may not be able or willing to spend 

money on subscriptions. 
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In conclusion, what appears to be key in defining our experiences with porn as healthy 

versus harmful is how we interpret the videos we watch and our own positioning to them as 

viewers. Ifwe see videos as exclusively as perpetuating things like female subversion, lesbian 

fetishism, and racial stereotyping, then we will judge our arousal and feel shame and guilt 

surrounding our use of porn. If, however, we can reinterpret problematic videos in a more 

positive light, learn to control the perspective we take as spectators, or simply find better porn to 

watch, we may well be able to use porn for our sexual pleasure, without doing any harm to 

ourselves. 
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Interview Script 

''I'm going to start by asking you some questions about how you've used porn up until now." 

l. Do you remember how you fIrst got introduced to porn? 

a. What were your initial reactions? 
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b. If you didn't watch porn, what other ways did you explore your body or 

masturbate? Can you say more about why this worked better/was hotter for you? 

c. Did you talk about porn with others? Were people in your life aware that you 

were watching porn? 

I. How do you think your family background shaped your opinions on porn 

or masturbation? 

d. Did you start watching porn before real life sexual experience? 

e. Did you learn anything from porn that affected how you thought sex worked? 

(Did porn serve an educational purpose for you?) What other types of sex 

education did you have access to? 

f. What different sites did you fInd porn on? What were your reactions to the layout 

of different sites? How did you fIgure out how to navigate them? 

g. How did the type of porn you watched and the way you interacted with it change 

over time? 

''I'm now going to ask you about your current engagement with porn; remember that you can 

skip any question you like." 

2. Do you currently watch porn? If so, how often? 

a. When you're watching a video, what perspective do you take? Do you usually 

feel more aligned with one of the performers in the video, or are you more of a 

removed voyeur? 

b. What sites do you watch it on? What is your reaction to these different sites? 

c. If you're comfortable sharing, what types of scenes do you usually watch, i.e. 

hentai, romantic, lesbian, bondage ... 

d. Does what you find hot in porn videos always align with what you want to do in 

your real life bedroom? 



e. Do you think that porn has had a role in shaping what your sexual fantasies are? 

3. How do you feel about the way gender is represented in the porn you watch? 

a. What are your reactions to this as a cis gender woman/non-binary person/trans 

woman? 

I. Have you found videos with performers in them who have a similar 

gender presentation? 

b. Can you comment on how you see female pleasure and orgasm play out in porn 

videos? 

c. How does this compare to how porn depicts the male orgasm? 
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d. In the 70s and early 80s, there was this thing known as the "porn wars" or "sex 

wars" amongst feminists, where feminism became really polarized between pro

porn feminists and anti-porn feminists, and porn is still a really divisive issue in 

feminism today. I'm curious about your thoughts-do you believe that feminism 

and porn are opposed? What specifically distinguishes porn that is feminist in 

your eyes? 

I. How do you feel about the word feminist? Is it something you identify 

with? 

e. What do you think about the Pornhub category "Porn for women"? What does 

"porn for women" mean? 

f. What are your thoughts about the way that kink and power p lay are depicted by 

porn? 

g. **Only ask if they have confirmed before interview that questions on rape fantasy 

are okay* * Rape fantasies are a very common fantasy across genders, but what do 

you think about capturing a rape fantasy in a porn video? What responsibility do 

porn producers have to communicate to viewers that this is a consensual role-play 

and not an actual rape? 

i. How do you see consent depicted in porn more generally? 

''I'll now ask you some questions about the representation of different races and types of bodies 

in porn." 



h. What do you think of racial representation in porn? 

I. Do you feel that people of color are fetishized in porn? In what ways? 

11. What effect, if any, do you imagine negative racial representation or 

fetishization has on viewers? 

I. Can you comment on the different types of bodies and body hair that you see in 

porn? What is your reaction to this? 
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I. Does porn create unrealistic beauty standards? How does this compare to 

representation in mainstream media, like TV? 

J. How well do you see queer sexualities represented in the porn you have 

encountered? Is this a realistic portrayal? 

I. Do you feel that the porn you watch was created with your pleasure in 

mind? 

4. Is it possible to watch a problematic video--for instance one that is really fetishizing-

from a disengaged stance, where you can still get off on it but not internalize whatever 

message it's sending? 

5. Do you think that porn had any negative effects on you? 

6. Do you think that porn had any positive effects on you? 

a. What purpose does/did/could porn serve in your life? 

7. Porn regulation 

a. Do you think porn should be regulated? If so, by who? Who specifically do you 

see regulation protecting? 

b. Should certain porn contact be outright banned? Why? 

8. In hindsight, how would you navigate porn and masturbating differently if you could go 

back and do it over? 

9. Is there anything else that we didn't cover that you think is important to say? 
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